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MR. PETER OOOPER:

IN compliance with your request, I have written out, briefly, my
views on two subjects of ,ital importance and absorbing interest, namely,
"The Proper Treatment of the Rebels individually," and "The Mode of
Restoration of the Rebel States to the Union." Believing these views to
be correct, I publish them in the bumble hope that they may receive the
approbation of my fellow-citizens.
Your friend,
CnARLES

P.

KIRKLAND.

LETTER.
REVERE:NT thanks to God I the battle is fought and the victory
won ! After a contest of four years of uncxamplccl proportions,
in which hundreds of millions of treasure have been expended,
and hundreds of thousands of lives have been sacrificed, the
glorious end has come ; reason, right, justice, liberty, humanity,
have triumphed; the great truth is demonstrated that "man is
capable of self-government ;" the hearts of all lovers of free institutions, here and everywhere, arc filled with rejoicing ; the
philanthropist witnesses with emotions of unspeakable delight
the utter extinction of Slavery in this land, and, by necessary consequence, very speedily in every other; and in this death of
slavery the .American statesman secs the removal for e,·er of the
great disturbing cause of his country's peace, the source of all the
discord, heart-burnings and dangers of the Republic for the last
half century. This gave life to the Rebellion, and retributively by
the Rebellion it died !
The contest has in its progress and in its results oxhibitccl, on the
part of tho defenders of the conntry, all the highest qualities of
man : heroic courage, patient endurance, unshrinking resolution,
persistent patriotism, unexampled military skill, noble gcr.erosity;
while at the same time it has shown an extent of material power
and resource, of wl1ich we oursclrns had no adequate conception,
and of which other nations were wholly ignorant. It is no min
boast to say that " the U nitecl States of .America" now ha,c an
elcYatcd, influential and distinguished place among the nations.
'l'hc 11ame of " American citizen" will now be an honored and respected uamc whcrc,cr it is known or heard. These great results
have been obtained through enormous expenditures of money and.
of life ; but who will say that tlic encl is not worth the means?
that the great cause of ch·ilization, of free institutions, of civil
and religious liberty, indeed, of Humanity, has not receiYcc1. a
benefit equirnleut to lhc co~tly price which has been paid? Ilow
l~•)
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joyous and hlcs;.cd is this hour to those who, from the ,cry inception of tl1e Rcucllion in December, 1860, by the adoption of the
onlinance of sece~sion in South Carolina, haYe with unw:n-cring
and cheerful confidence looked forward to the end now attained,
and who with unclouded Yision sa11· in a near future the salrntion
of their country I Rich 110w is the reward of their faith I IIumhly and devoutly do the American people thank the Great Lord
of all, that in His wi:;;dom and goodness He has seen fit to grant
:::nch a termination to such a struggle, and thus to place the
l,lcsscd institution of their fathers on a lasting foundation and to
give us an a!-,-urccl faith that they can and will he transmitted in
all their strength and heneficence to future generation,:. He ga,e
to the men of the Rc,·olution the wisdom to create this beautiful
temple; to us of this t1ay He has vouchsafed the succc~sf11l performance of the task of defending an<l presen·ing it. Oh that
the .tmcrican people may manifest their earnest gratitude to Him
for this great deli,erance I not only by their wor<ls Lut hy their
works; by the more extended cnltirntion an<l practice of Ilis
precepts, the less engro,;~i11g devotion to matters of material and
per,onal interest, and by a higher an<l purer lm·e of country;
Htch a loYc as will embrace the Xorth, Routh, Ba~t and Wc:-t in
the bonds of a common and an affectionate brotherhood, will allay
all sectional jealousies, and will carry out to its beautiful results
the divi'.'IC injunction, '· On earth peace', good will toward men.''
This mighty struggle having thus been brought to a practical
close by the orn1·throw of the military power of the Rcucllion,
two qucstio11s of exceeding magnitucle present themselves for immclliatc decision : First, "The treatment to be extended to iwlividuul rebels ;'' and, second, "The manner of restoration of the
rehel Slates to the Union."
These questions I propose to consider.

I.
TllE TREATMENT TO BE EXTENDED TO THE REBELS
INDIVIDUALLY.

Tn the dbcu:-siou of this sul~cet pa:-sion and prejudice shoul<l
he wholly di:-ca1·<lcd, for it concerns alike the highest earthly in,
tcrcsts of nrn11y individuals and the prl'~rnt aml future welfare of
our country, and no one who ju~tly appreciates its importance
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can speak or write upon it without a deep :,.cnsc of rcspon!-ibility.
On its just decision will, in 110 small degrc9, depend the future
" weal or woe " of the Republic.
To arri ,·c at just conclu~ions, it i:; indisp<msahlc to consider th c
originating cau~c:; of the Rebellion ; the rnoral and legal offence
i11Yohed i11 it; the spirit in which it lms been conduclcll by its
author:-:, and by which it has hcen plainly marke<l in it;; entire
progrc~s ; and after a di~pas~ionatc inye;,tigation of the~c mat•
ff!r-", to consider what measurc!'l, as to the illdfridttal actors in
this frightful drama. arc rccinirc,l hy ju;:tice, humanity an<l a due
regard to the future peace and security of our country.
1. It cannot be doubted that the actual inauguration of the
Rebellion i:; attributable to the unhallow«'d ambition of political
leaders, born and 11urturerl under a system wholly antagonistic to
nnr form of goYemment, and whose keen perceptions exhibited to
them, in colors of li\·ing light, the inc,itahlc and not yery remote
melting a,vay of the preponderating political power and influence
so long exercbcd by their section and hy thc111sch·c~ as its
leaders ; this melting away being the nccc-:~ary result of the diffrrencc in the practical working of the Lwo systems of labor in
the two great tcnitorial division:, of the country. Had 110 such
ambition existed in the hrcast~ of prominent Southern men, the
attempt to o,·cl'throw this Government never 1couhl l,rwc been
111n.de. Jlad these men been imhucd with the spirit of the heroic
and pure-minded Pettigl'll, the people of that region would at this
moment hare bcC'n in the full fruition of the same peace, lrnppine8s
and securih' whieh, as citizens of "the United State.,, of America,"
they enjoyed on the 21st clay of December,* 18G0, and which as
such they had not for a ,;olitary honr ceased to enjoy from the moment of the adoption of the Con'-litution in 178!) up to that (to
tl1cm) fatally di,-astrous day. The~e leading con,;pirator~ had all
ready a field wonderfully adapted to the consummation of their
purpose of plun:ring their States into immPtliate rebellion. This
1ielrl they had been for a long ~cries of years assiduou,; in preparing fol' the harvest they wel'C 110,v about to reap. ThC' people
of those States were in general, a.t the period in ciuestion (viz.,
the inauguration of the Rebellion), deeply imbued with the following groEs enors and delusions :
• The d·1y of the J•i.-,v:1ge of the orilinnnce of SCCC!!ion in South C,nolinn, nn<l
"hich wns the practical l,irth<lay of the ltcbdlion.
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(1.) They had come to believe that the whole population of the
non-slaveholding States, with rare exceptions, were Abolitionists
of the Phillips and Garrison school.
(2.) 'fhat tho people of those States were mean and mercenary ;
that they were spiritless, cowardly and time-serving, ready to
sacrifice en~ry thing to their material interests; that, on tho contrary the people of the rebel States were a brave, high-spirited,
chivalric, generous race, superior in all things to those of the
free States; that one Southern man was equal, in a military point
of YiC\v, to three of the North; they regarded the name of
"Yankee" as synonymous with all that was vile, dishonorable
and contemptible; and the epithet "Yankee" they applied indiscriminately to all north of )fason and Dixon's line, alike to the
German of Pennsylvania, the adopted citizen of Wisconsin, the
New Englander of Yermont, and the Knickerbocker of New
York. By necessary consequence, they belicYcd that these" Yankees" would succumb at the first sight of tho standard of rebellion and quietly yield to every demand. It is unnecessary
to say how much this absurd but fatal delusion was fostered by
the acts ancl tho sayings of a largo number of Northern men,
justly denominated by John Randolph, in tho bitterness of his
withering satire, "dough-faces."
(3.) The lower class of thefr population, the "white trash,"
comprising an immense numerical majority, had been taught to
believe, an<l <lid believe, that the sole object of the " Yankee" was
to raise the negro to an equality with, if not to a superiority oYer,
them.
(4.) The large proportion of that population, slaveholding and
non-slaYeholdi11g, wore therefore prepared to believe, and dicl beliern, as they were assured in every possible form by the leading
conspirators, that the election of Lincoln was the triumph of
Abolitionism, that ho was tho fayorite chief of that detested sect
and the ready instrument of their will ; and that now the only
remedy was to cast off the yoke of the usurper and the tyrant.
(5.) The fatal heresy of tlie "right of secession" had for half a
century been taught to those people as a fundamental truth, so
that multitudes had embraced it as a primary article of their political creed. Its corollary was" allegiance to a State," so that
the <lestrncti\·c error prevailed that a citizen of one of those States
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owed supreme fealty and allegiance to his State and none (when
they came in conflict) to his Cownt·ry.
How was it possible, it may be asked, that such errors and deI usions conld so thoroughly permeate such masses of men. The
solution of the mystery is at hand ; it is found in the benighted
ignorance of those masses ; and in those masses I include not
merely the "white trash" just mentioned but many slaveholders.
'l'hc great bulk of the latter live in seclusion on their plantations,
seldom le:wing their own State, and in numerous cases scarcely
crnr their own counties; with limiteu means of oven common
school education, as i8 shown by the national census; with a total
suppression, as is uniYcrsully known, of all liberty of speech and
of the press on the subject of their "peculiar institution," seldom,
if e\·er, in communion, either at home or abroad, with men of other
parts of the world or other 1xirts of their own country. '!'his
statement may seem exaggerated, but no man of ordinary obserrntion, who has visited those States, will thus characterize it:*
,. The relinble volumes (" Seaboard Slnvo States," "Texas Journey," and "A
Journey in the Back Country,'') of Fredc1·ick Law Olm~tcad, late General Secretary of the United States Sanitary Commission, fully confirm all these statements.
A 1·eceut nuthentic publicntion 11s to the state of thini;s in T~xns (and it was the
sume in every rebel State) informs us that, "Perhaps there was never a people
more bewitched, beguiled and befoolcd, than we were \\ hen we drifted into this
Rebellion. We hnve been kept so to an nmnzing extent. Our editors, our preachers and stump-speakers, inflamed the people with fol.ehoods of rights violatetl,
co11stitutio11s broken, laws disregarded, on the one hand, and easy victories on tho
other ; aucl it is astonishing how easily the pretentled secession wns made and the
wnr began. True, the people's ignorance made it an easy matter ; but that does
not excuse the persevering misrepresentations. Statements liko this (by one since
an officer of high rnnk) wero common: 'I will give a good bond to drink all the
blood shed in a wnr caused by secession.'"
;\Ir. James Brooks, now :Member of Congress from New York, traveled extensively in the rebel States some years since, nnd published nn nccount of his obscr•
vations and experiences. In relating a conversation be had in South Carolina
with one of the non-slnvcholding class, who could rend and was intelligent beyond
his fellows, he says: "This conversation gave us a good idea of the feelings
which have wrought up the mass of the people in South Carolina to ~uch nu
exasperation. T11is man is by no means a specimen of tho intelligent ~nllifiers,
but he is a good specimen of the backwoodsmen who wre to do the _figliti11_r1. The
high mettled follow had been first taught to' clamn the Yankees,' next, to cultivate
an undue Stntc pride; then, to believe his State wns omnipoteot, and her continuance in the Union all-important, nncl indispensably nccess:wy to support !he Gov.
crnmcnt. J [c soJ,,mruy belieYed, nm! would h11 rn taken his oath, tlrnt Sonth
Carolina paid all the taxes of this vast Union. At a hundrecl million of clollare
he set down her burden! A /01·cig11 nation wns about to subdue him nnd his
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There arc doubtless exceptions to this general rule ; men of
culture, of high literary attainments and of Yaried accomplishments
are fonnd in tl1ose States; but the mass was without question in
the condition I haYe stated. Ignorance is the genial soil in which
to sow the seeds of error, delusion, prejudice; abundantly have
those seeds been sown, and alike bountiful and baneful has been
the liar.est.
The wicked in.,tigators of the Rebellion (while we cannot accord to tl1em sincei·ity in tl1e lielief even of the doctrine of the
inherent right of sece~sion) absolutely knew, as no intelligent obscn-cr can <lonbt, the utter groundlessness of all the other errors,
delusions and prejudices above-mentioned; they were men, for the
most part, of intelligence and education, and what is more, they
had had full opportunity, by personal association with the people
of the North, of knowing the fabity of the appeals they made to
" fire the Southern heart." But those appeals were ~uccessful ;
and thus the originating cau,-c of the Rebellion is fonnd in the
mad ambition of tl,c conspirators, inciting to practical action a
people lal>oring under an amount of cnor, delusion and prejudice
unexampled in the world. The institution of" slavery" doubtless
raised up this brood of conspirators and created a state of things
fa,orn.blc to the spread of these illusions: "Abolition" writers
and orators furnfahed an al>undant storehouse from which the
conspirators drew the fa'u;elwocls on that subject, which they impressed as truths on their too willing listeners; but further than
just stated, 11cithcr "slavery" 11or "abolitiod" was the immediate
originating cause of the Rebellion.
2. It is difficult to find language to describe the moral and legal
offence involrnd in the Rebellion. To say that it is a crime of greater
magnitude tliau any recorded in history is but feebly to express it:,
true character. It was a cold-blooded, deliberate attempt to O\·erthrow the Go,ernment of the United States, to destroy the American nation, to inflict a deadly and fatal \1·ouml on the holy cam:e
of free institutions aud ci ril liberty here and c,crywhcre, now
·Stntc, and his prido rose on the reflection, nnd he was ready to throw his life
away in attacking a fortified castle on an open raft ! ,If,·. Oall101t11'., wclt-i11strucle<l
bac!.-wood.,11,en of u:lwm l,e boa.,tccl in C011r;1·c.,.,, m·c as i[Jnorant of the extent, JX>we,·,
anti eomplicatcd faten,t., of ilds Govcn!h>ent as ltl'e the Roek!t Jfotmtain llldirms."
lle fully confirms all I h"'ve said as to tho 11on-slm·eholdin9 clas.,. He also equally
confirms all my statements as to tho ignorance, delusion an<l prejudico of that
.cfos~ of ~laudn/.lcn, to whom I attribute those qualities.
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and for ever; it was treason, deep, damning and infamous. Its
immediate consequences, to say nothing of mere material consideration~, have hecn the destruction (including those on both
side;;) of at least half a million human lives, the gricrnus maiming, wounding or sickness or another half million, and the clothing in mourning of tens of thousands of households. For such a
0rime and for such consequences arc those conspirators and their
abettors legally responsible : they arc responsible to God; they
arc responsible to man.
3. It is an undoubted fact that the Rebellion, from its beginning to its end, has been conducted by the rebels in a spirit of
savage barbarity. The deliberate plot to murder President
Liucoln on his way to '\Va:;hington in February, 1861 ; the massacre of the soldiers of tho :Massachusetts Sixth in the city of
Baltimore on the 15th of April, and the assassination of Colonel
Bllsworth at .Alexandria on the 26th of )lay in the same year,
were but the fitting precursors of the horrible slaughter at Fort
Pillow ; the revolting and incredible crneltics inflicted on tho
soldiers of tho Republic at all the prisons and prison-pens in the
rebel States-Richmond, Dan,illc, Salisbury, Columbia, Charleston, .\..ndcrsonville,"· indeed cYcry place where any of them were
• At a public meeting at tho Cooper Institute iu April, 18G5, the Re,·. J. I. Greer,
Chaplain of tho One Hundrecl and Eighty-third Ohio, stated that, of the Union
prisoners sent from Andersonville to Wilmington n few weeks since, not less than
two Jrnndred nnd eighty, in conseqnence of their bnrbnrous trealmont in tbnt
cbarnel-honse, had suffered the excruciating torment of the !Olis of tlieb- ftct; nnd
upward of forty of those "footless" heroes arc now in hospital nt David'~ falnnd,
in tho hnrbor of New York!
At the risk of sickening the reaclor, but in stern r~gard to truth, the following
extmct from the Port Royal Soutli, of May G, is added:
"The steamer 'William P. Clyde' arrivecl here on the 3d, from Jacksonville, Fin.,
with nineteen Union officers and privntcs-part of o large number, supposed
to he nbout 3,200, who nre coming into Jncksonville every hour from the An<lersOn\'illC prison-pen. The rebels brought them within a few miles of our lines
and turned them loose. Nearly the whole number have o.lrcncly arrind nt Jncksom·ille and are being provided for as well ns possible by the Qunrtcrmastct·'s nnd
Commissary's Departments of Gcncrnl Vodge's district. They arc now rcceh-ing
clothing and other articles necessary to making n decent appearance in a chi1izecl
community. .Many of them are badly troubled with scun·y, chronic cliarrhcea
nnd other clisense~. About thi,·ty po3r fellow1 wc,·e le~ at Andersonville, p1·obnbly to die, as Uwy were too sick to be removed. Tho following horrible account
is furnished us by First Lieutenant M. G. Wilson, of the Ninety-ninth United
~tates Colored Troops, who returned on the ' Clyde:' Statement of deaths among
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confined in large or small numbers, whereby not less tlian fifty
thousand as gallant and noble men as eYcr fought on any field
were literally tortured to death or com;ignecl to lingering and
hopeless disease ; and the whole of this infernal work finally consummated by the deliberately-planned assassination of the head
of the nation I I do not dwell on those horrors-the bare mention of them is sufficient to cause a shudder through tho ci,ilizcu
world. It is enough to say that these enormities could not have
been perpetrated in any other country professing the Christian
faith; and here they can be accounted for only from the de_
humanizing influence of slavery (as it has exiRted in the rebel
States) on the white race, who had been under its operation for
gencrntions, and from the partial, if not the total, extinction of
their moral sense by means of the crime of tl1e Rebellion itself.
The state of feeling existing iu the rebel States at the beginning of the Rebellion, as already stated, the error, delusion, prejudice, malignant hate, arrogant a~sumption of superiority, though
not uniYcrsal, were so premlcnt that those deeds of matchless
cruelty caused no shock to public sentiment there, but, on the
the Union prisoners confined at Andersonville, Ga., for the eleven mouths ending
January 31, 18G5.-Februnry, 1864, 1; Mnrch, 282; .April, 5'lll; Jlfoy, 708; June,
1,201; July, 1.7-18; August, 2,991; September, 2,677; October, 1,595; November, 494; December, 168; Jnunnry, 1865, 199. Total, 12,640. The total number
who hnvo died at Andersonville since the establishment of that infernal pen
exceeds 17,000."
'l'he preceding are but nu insignificant part of this honible record. The
nutbeutic evidence ou this subject, which has alreruly beon fnmished to tho
public. would fill a volumo of hundreds if not of thousands of pages.
Cnn it be believed that these awful barbarities had the deliT:iernte sanction fo
the rebel Con(\'ress? Y ct here is the proof. Among the documents found in
Richmond after its capture, and now on file in the office of the Secretary of W nr
at Washington, is the following resolntion, introducecl into that body, rend the
fit-st ond second time, and made the special order for the secret session of Fel,rnnry
16, 186-l: "Resolved, by the llou11c of Rep,·c.mdatives nf /1,e Cmif,·dtra/,• SltJln, /7,e
Senate cm1cw·riny, That we do adhere to our opinion that the so-called Emancipation Prochmrntion of tbe President of Ute United States, and the cnlistrncnt of
negro slnves in the several Federal armies now opposed to us, are not among the
acts of legitimate wsu·foro, but arc properly classed among such acts as the right
to 7ntt to deal!, priso1ters of war without l!J)Ccial cause, the right to use poiso11, d
weapon.~ aml the 1·i9/1t to assll8si11ale, and if persisted in, wiJI justify this Government in the adoption of measures of retaliation."
Aud, after this, who will refu~c credence to the statements of n corre~pondent
of r.n iufluentinl pnper of this city, w1·iting from Washington ou the 16th of )lay,
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contrary, were received with favor. Multitudes of those people
rcgar<lcu the torture and murder of a "Yankee" (as in former
times the Turks Yiewecl the killing of a Christian) as a work well
pleasing to God, and entitling him who performed it to heavenly
rcwarck We arc informecl, hy official authority, that the assassination of the President was plannccl by rebels in Canada and
approved in Richmond ;"* but however this may be, no impartial
obsc1Ter or the events of the last firn years can doubt that this
enormous crime was the legitimate, if not the necessary, fruit and
result of the teachings of the rebel leaders, and of the spirit in
which they and their follower,; have conducted the war of tho
Rebellion ;·t· in other words, that the leaders arc morally if not
1S65 : "Tbc question which has long been agitated ns to who is responsible for the
cruel treatment of our p1·isoncrs confrned in Libby and othm· prisons in the South
1miy now be considered ns definitely settled, through no less a per0on that ex-rebel
Senator Foote. It appears that Mr. Foote was a member of the Committee in the
Senate to examine into the treatment of the prisoners and the reports of their
harsh u,age and starvation. llis story, a~ told by his own reh,tivcs, show a
deeper intention than bas been generally supposed, and fastens upon Jeff. Davis
nnd his Cabinet n. crime both startling· and ap11alling in its details. i\Ir. Foote, it is
a.aid, stntes that the invcijtigations showed conclusive evidence that it wns decided
in Cnbinet meeting to reduce th0 rations ~crved out to the prisoners, that it
should so weaken their constitutions in connection with the confinement that it
woulcl destroy them as soldic1·s, and mnkc them when exchanged worthless.
Scnntor Foote determined to i-cport these facts to the Senate, but the b,1lnnce of
the Committee overruled him nml Aupprcsscd the facts. ]l[y informant further
states th11t it was on this point that the quarrel bctwceu Davis and Foote broke
out nfrcsL, which resulted in the latter leaving Richruontl and seeking some sequestered spot where such horrid deeds were not committed. Herc, then, is the evidence conclusive of Jeff. Davis and associates' guilt in the diabolical cleed of
starving our pi·isoners; a deed which makes the most stoicnl person shudder to
contemplate. l\Icn who will coolly ancl deliberately plan a scheme likb that will
conspire to a~sassinate a President or any other person. lt is a fitting sequel
that authors of such deeds should cod their cnrccr in a cowardly manner, dressed
in petticoats. No wonder Jeff. Davis' clo,-cn foot revealed who he was."
_. President Johnson's proclamation of )fay 2d, 1865.
t Tbc teachings nud the spirit referred to nre perfectly illustrated by the follow.
in~ extract from n recent paper (April 26), published at Shreveport, La. Tbe
editor, in commenting on the assassination of the President, says: " In one of
his messages he said, with grim ttnd terrible satisfaction, that under nil circurostnnccs our laud woulil remain. Wberc tbc fierce Attila, calling himself 'the
cnr~e of God,' swept with his bm·bnric hordes, the hi~torian records, ns tho marks
of his terrible wrath, that ' he left only the sky nncl the earth remaining.' Attila,
perhaps, joye,l in the devastation. Abraham Lincoln, doubtless, did not. llo
may ha,e felt pity, but no remorse ; nod to fnsteu despotism upon a people frco
ns himself, entitled to life and libe,·ty and the pursuit of happiness, like himself,
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legally responsible for Uiis, tho crow11ing crime of the Robolliou.
Such, beyond question, is nearly the universal, as it is tho just,
opinion of our people.*
he would hnvo stood unmoYotl ,uul inflexible, nnd, with no oyo turned lo hcnveu,
wuuld have st•cn them swq,t from the enr(h, m1,l only the 111ml remainin~. nncl felt
him,df n c;rcnt Republican President, nn,l one of the world's heroc•. With all
nllownnce for his nminblc l><'reonnl qualilie,, we yet know it to be true that
.\brnh11m Lincoln had as foll n p•u1,ose n• cn·r existed in the bo:-0m of despotism;
thnt tho f-ontllt'l'II people ~houl,1 be beJ'cft of their libcrtic~, subjugntcd to n GovN·nmcnt hnkful to their inmo,t souls; nncl l'Ulcd fot· cn•r, not by their own free
"ill, but by the bayonets and the yotes of lhu rnore populous Xorth. Ile was the:
instrument of the ~orth to effod upon us nml our childl'cll this clestructin·, ruinous object. n,111,o!ism hn~ ,·Yerl.,een insuppo1table (o n free people; null, when
prncticed, cre11 t1po11 people whose spirits ,Rl'C brokrn n11cl their pridu d1•gl'nded,
it,i tit retribution hns bc~n tho ~ccret blow of the assas~iu, Ir uot the open blow of
the pntriot. From J7bj to !!ml no guurrl hnd n Prc:;idcnt of the Uniti-d Stntca.
He was the d1oscn officc1· of n free pco1,le, \\ith no more concern for his l><'rsonnl
security th:111 that of the humblc-t individunl in the land. If the rcig11 of clc,pot.isru is ngnin to be 1·e-innug11rntrcl nt this dny, nud over tl,is pc·oplc, tl1cn let dcspot.i,im nnd whocrot· mny be its minion,i bewaro tho dcsorvecl fate of tyrants."
" From hundr,•cls of proof, of thP truth of this remnrk, I select the following:
"At a mcetin~ of lhc New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies hdd at the
Insurance Room,, Xo. I :,6 llrondw11y, on )londny, the following rc,ulution w11s
unnnimously ndoptcd and ord,.rccl to be publi,hcd: 'U,.,,,t,,td, Thal. in the presence of this !.crriblc crime, whh-h is but II nnturnl expression of that i.,iUor mnlignity with whic·h the Rebellion has l>ecn conducted from it.-i inception, it would be
n mockery lo ClCl•t•ct the nntion, etaodio!.!; mer the fresh grnve of its nohlc, faithful nntl fol".,:hing chief, to co11,c11t to strike hnnds with tho bloody trnitor11 whoso
instrument thu ns•n,sin wns, nm] permit them ngnin to wnlk unscathed in the land
which they hnvo thus smitten nnow.'"
" SAX Fn.\xc•1sco, April 1 '1, 1805.-A lnrge meeting of citizens wna held at
Plntt's Ilall, on ::iunday, the: ~lnyor pre,idir,:;. .\ series of resolutions weru pnssed,
among which WM the following, which n11111ly cxprc,•es the general fodiog on
thi,; conit: 'The ~real, cnpociou$, mnoly h1•nrt of .Abruhmn Lincoln was generous
enough to hove> cmbrncecl nll within the fur!.!;i V<lness of its loving nnturc. And
in their mndnc,s they hnrn killed him. Tlcfore his d1•11lh the ntmo~plu,re was
lilied with generous emotion~ nnd kind eJmpathy. God hnrn mercy on the souls
of the rebel chit-fs !' Wl1en thb was rem) there was great excitement, and the
poople chec,rc<l onr nnd over ngnin."
"A lm·go m,•cting of the cnrtuwn of this city, was lwld ~fonclny evening, in the
Hall No. !16 Sixth Avenue, to tnko approprinto action on the dooth of the President, and make prepnrations to nttend his obsequies. The following l't•solution
was adopted : 'Ue~olr~d, That the assassinntioo of the: President is but tl11• culmination of the nime against the nation which commenced four years ago; that the
snme spirit which leveled the first gun ngninRt our ting in Chnrlcston harbor,
which initi11tcd tho murder in cold blood of the "Cniou men of the ~oulh, which
instigated the otrociticg committed upon helpless prisoners, nncl "liich fired .oar
city in the <lend of night, inflamed the henrt and guided thu hand cf the wretched
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A subject of the deepest solicitude, and necessarily inYolvecl in
the consideration of the question of the treatment of the rebels
individually, is the re,conciliation of the people of the two sections of the country. The people of the States which ham not
united in the Rebellion arc, to a man, ready, cheerfully ready,
murderer, nnd justice demands Urnt the mnlignnnt spirit of treason be utterly
extinguished; thnt all the penalties provided by law be meted out to the illstign•
tors and perpetmtors of the horrible crime known as the Rcbelliou, ai:d tlrnt out·
land may know a just aud abiding pence; that tho human raco may nc-;cr again
be cursed by n war so bloody and unnatural, for the sake of our postel'ity, and in
the name of civilization we demand that justice be done upon the tt-aitors who
have desolated our country.'"
" At a special meeting of the Vestry of Trinity Church, held on Saturday, the
15th day of April, 1865, the following resolution was adopted: 'Rc.,v/i>cd, That while
we regard the net by which our beloYcd country has thus been, through indescribable malice nnd fury, plunged into the deepest affliction, as one of tho$e cl'imcs of
which no language can adequately paint the atrocity, of which the history of
Europe 1,as not for many centuries furnished n pnrnllel, of which om· own hitito1·y
hns nfforclecl thns for no example, nnd than which no history presents ,1 more
detestable and infamous a.ct to tho view, we cannot but hold it to have been
dictated by the spirit, which, from tho commencement of our 11alional troubles,
has sympathized with the enemies of the public peace, nnd :tided nnd abetted tho
Rebelliou now, as we tl'Ust, subdued ; a spirit whose tendencies and essential
character had preYiously been manifested in the July riots, in this city, in 1863;
in the attempt to destroy the city by incendiarism in November last, aud in the
systematic outrages inflicted oa ou1· cnphn·ed soldiers in the 1irisons of the South."
These show the concurrence in this view of all classes of our citizens.
And how cm1 we doubt the correctness of this prerniling opinion, when we
read in a leading rebel paper such articles as the following-in the Cltatlanooua
Rebel (published at Selma) of the 20th of April, 18615; " William II. Seward, lhe
cold-blooded nnd heartless political miscreant, who guided the infernal policy
which plunged us into this bloody and desolating war, has been nrrcstcd by au
angry God in tho midst of his iniquities, and has paid tho penalty of his crimes
nt the hancls of au unknown assassin. Abe Lincoln, too, tho political mountebank
and professional joker, whom Nature intended for the ring of a circus, but whom
a strange streak of popular delusion, elevated to the Prcsidency-h<l, also, has
fnllcn. Ilis career was as short as it was bloody and infamous. Ile has gone to
ans" er before the bar of God, for tho innocent blood which he has permitted to
be shed, aud his efforts to cnslarn a free people."
Let•it not be said that this is only " a newspaper article;" conducto,·s of public
joumals do not utter sentiments ,·evolting to lhefr p,tl,·ons.
And when we add that at a lnrgc meeting at Shreveport, La., on the 26th of
April, at which, among others, were present the rebel Generals E. Kirby Smith,
Price, Buckne1· aud Governor Reynolds, Colonel Flournoy of tho rebel army appealed to the feelings of his auditory and received their hearty concurrence in his
views. He concluded his address J,y a glowing panegyric on Booth the assassin,
whom he "compared to Ilrut11s the t1ssnssin of Cmsar, and predicted for him (Booth)
a like and enduring fame !"-Sltrc1•epol'I Sci,tiucl, April 27, 1865.
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for this reconciliation. They are ready, with exemplary una·
nimity, to cast the veil of oblivion over the past ; to pardon
the grievous wrongs they l1avc suffered as a people and as indi•
viduals, and to welcome back to brotherhood the people of the
rebel :::,tatcs; but for their own sake, as well as for the sake of
those people, this receiving and welcoming back must be in snch a
mallnCl' as to insure its rnutual cordiality, and the perpetiiity of
the blessings to flow from it to all. It is manifest from the statements already made of the state of feeling in the rebel States at
the commencement of the Rebellion, that no real reconciliation can
be effected so long as the errors, delusions and prejudices, men·
iioncd as then existing there, continue. In the very first place,
the people of those States must at once and for ever part with the
absurdly (I may say ridiculously) false idea of their own "superiority," and the consequent inferiority of the rest of the nation.
It may well be believed that the delusion of their superior physi·
cal courage and "fighting capacity ;" their idea that one man of
the South was, in this regard, equal to three of the North, has
been dispelled by the hard but inexorable " logic of facts." The
innumerable individual instances of the sublimest heroism, and the
steadiest courage in our soldiers ; the skillful handling of large
Union armies in CYcry one of their States ; tho numerous brilliant
victories which have given our officers and men a universality and
immortality of fame ; and our final triumphant success will have
JJrescnted the truth in this particular in the clearest light to
the mind alike of the slave aristocrat and of the commonest of
the "white trash." They cannot but be satisfied by evidence
equally plain and irrcfragablc that they were laboring under
a similar delusion in their idea of the mean, mercenary,
selfish, crayon character of our people, for they have seen
throughout eYcry quarter of the North, even its remotest
liamlct, constant exhibitions of unselfish patriotism, of stern dcvo•
tion to duty, of generous charity, indeed of every quality that
elevates and adorus humauity; they have seen life, fortune, domestic comfort, personal ease, love of kindred, every thing offered
in profusion on the altar of tho country. Moreover, in our will•
ingncss to receive them again into the common fold, they will see
a spirit of eleYatcd magnanimity and of true Christian love, of
which the world has as yet furnished few if any examples. If
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there be any of high or low degree in those States whose eyes are
not opened by this ovenvhelming array of facts, such, beyond all
doubt, are unfit to be "American citizens." But on e,·ery principle of human reasoning and of human action, it cannot be long
before this great but indispensable revolution in the feelings and
opinions of the mass of people of the rebel States will occur, and
produce its beautiful and lasting fruits of peace, harmony and
lo,·e.
In considering the subject of the restoration of harmony between the people of the two sections, it must ever be kept in
mind that the leading conspirators and the arrogant slave aristocrats of the South, form but a Ycry small minority of that people
and that our business of conciliation is not with them chiefly, but
mainly with the millions of whites, whom they haYe so loug held
in subordination, and the nearly equal number of black;, whom
they l1ave so long held in slaYcry. 'l'he idea that that South
which is to be reconcilbd and conciliated is the slave arislocrac:iJ,
is an idea alike fallacious and injurious, and the sooner it is abandoned for ever, the better for the great cause in which we have,
by the favor of Heaven, so signally triumphed. No ; it is not
with that handful that we have to deal, but our business is with
the seven oi· eight millions of othet' human beings dwelling on
that soil. As to that numerically insignificant minority, we offer
to tl1cm all, with corl'lparatively few exceptions, the great privilege
of returning" home," on the sole condition that, when they arc readmitted to tlrn l1ouse of their fathers, they will conduct as brotliers
of the household, and not as strangers, enemies, aliens or masters;
not as " superiors," uut as equals.
Having thus concisely reviewed the originating cause of the
Rebellion, the crime it involved, and the spirit in which the
rebels liave conducted it, we come now to speak of the treatment
.
to be extended to rebels individually.
(1.) The Yery first idea that occurs here is the manifest distinction between different classes of those people, and I assert no
more than I know to be the feeling of all in all parts of the U niou,
who l1ave been steadfast in its support, that no terms or conditions
are to be imposed, and no pains or penalties inflicted on the mass of
the people of the South. They have grievously erred, but they have
received an equally grievous punishment in the great suffering
2
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they have endured in tho unholy cause into which their wicked
leaders seduced them. ~fay Heaven forgive them as we do I
(2.) In determining this question, there arc various classifications to be made of the comparatively small remainder of that
people. " Treason " is conceded by all to ]Jc the very worst of
crimes ; that its punishment should be in proportion necessarily
follows. But it is the dictate alike of reason, justice and mercy,
that a discrimination should be made in the punishment of the
guilty, while we at the same time know that punishment to a
proper extent is demanded uy CYcry con,-idcration of humanity ;
that it is required alike by God's law and man's, and that if we
would, ·we could not as moral and responsible beings, avoid the
performance of that duty, though we fully realize that in its performance we arc bound by equally high and imperative considerations to temper justice with mercy; to limit, as far as consistent
with the public flafcty and with t<rue mercy the number to be punished, and of that number to inflict the exfreme l'!Cnalty on as few as
possible, and among the rest to graduate it according to their
several circumstances.
(3.) Nori,; this a matter of difficult practical solution. First, a
small number of those men should without delay be indicted for
the crime of treason. 'l'he lmmanc, just and cnligh toned would,
it would seem of necessity, include in this cl~ss the following:
(a.) The two sun-h·ing mcmbcrR of the Cabinet of Mr. Buchanan
and the then Vice-President, all of whom, with unspeakable depravity, betrayed their country by using their official positions to i'naugurate the Rebellion; and with them should suffer that man, who,
alone of his brethren of the Supreme Court of the United State,i,
prostituted to the same unhallowed purpose the august office confided to him by his country.
(b.) The representative head, called the President, of the Rebel
Confederacy, and all who have been members of his Cabinet.
(c.) Tliosc members of the Senate and Ilousc of Representatives
of the United States who, while in the exercise of their sacred
trusts at the Capitol of the nation, deliberately, and with malice
.2.forcthought, commiUcd the crime of treason in the face of the
solemn and repeated warnings then and there given by their colJcague who now (woudcrful coincidence!) is inrn,ted with the
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power of making practically manifest tho truth of what ho then
so impressively declared.
(cl.) Each and every man who has by direct and re;iponsible act
participated in tl10 murder, by torture in rebel prisons, of the
soldiers of the Republic. 'fhe whole world stood aghast a few
years since at tho atrocities of tho Sepoys of India; those were
"tender mercies" compared with the cruelties just mentioned.
(e.) Each and every man who has by direct act participated in
the murder of Union citizens in any rebel State.
(/.) Those who have acted the infamous part of rebel emissaries . aud rcpresen tativos in Europe ; ·X· who by a continued
system of flagitious falsehood have obtained there the material
means of sustaining the Rebellion, and by which means alone it was
sustained after the first eighteen months of its existence, and who
have been ceaseless in their elfort.q to bring discredit, cliggracc and
min on their country. Thousands of the deluded victims of their
frauds and deceptions in England and other parts of Et1rope ,vould
rejoice in common with us to know that such criminals had met
the jnst reward of their treason and their fraud.
Probably many regard tho above list as too limited; possibly
others may regard it as too extensive; bnt let those lattet· consider that the aggregate numbet· is in reality inconsiderable.
But humanity itself demands that men guilty of tl'eason, ancl
such a treason, every one of whom is morally gnilty of the murder
of all who have fallen i11 this war, n,11(1 many of whom (as those
mentioned under the thii·d and fourth subdivisions) al'e guilty of
actual murder, should at least be placl?,(l in a position to receive
the severest punishment known to human law. Let no misplaced
philanthropy, no unmanly sentimentality, no delusive idea of
clemency be interposed between such crim,inals and their indict.. The emissary ;\fason, inn letter chltecl .April 21, 1865, published in Engbncl,
nncl in which be nttempt, to defond the Iende1•3 of the Rebellion ngainst the chnrge
of complicity in the as,n~sirmtion of the President, dnred to rny : " As to the crime
which hns been co:nmitte'.i, the people of the South will kno,v, ns will equally n!J
well-b1lanceJ minds, that it i3 the necc3snry offiprin; of all these sce11es of bloodsheJ and murder in every form of unbritllcd license, which have signalized tho
invasion of the South by Northeru armies, nnrebuked certainly, n.nd therefore in.
stigatecl, by their lenders, and thoseover them." Hthecombined <.'rimesoftreMon
nncl the blackest moi·al perjury are deserving of punishment, what should be the
fate of this man ?
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ment for treason. We arc a civilized, a Christian, a lrnmanc
people ; as such wc now owe a stern duty to ourselves, our posterity, our country and the world_ Let us with manly courage and
dignity perform it I
'!'here is no formal or technical difficulty in indicting each aud
every of those men for treason. U ndcr the Constitution, treason
consists in "levying war against the United States," or" adhering
to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort." The rebels in organized association "levied war" against the United States ;
they wore thus legally and practically " their enemies ;" all mentioned in the preceding class were the participants in the actual
'' levying of war," or, what is tantamount, "adhered and gave aid
and comfort" to thoso who were, and all ,vere thus alike guilty of
treason. It cannot be material where such " aid and comfort"
were given ; whereYer gi,'en by citizens of the United States, it
renders them guilty of the crime. The prosecution of the indictment when found, and the carrying out the judgments in cases
of conviction, rests with the Go,·ernment, and in their hands will
the people trustfully and cliecrfully leave it. How many (if any)
and which of the convicted criminals shall receh·e the extreme
penalty must be decided by the President, with the aid of his official a<lvisers ; that this decision will be governed by the highest
considerations of duty, we unhesitatingly believe. From the necessity of the case, in many instances (such as the continued absence from the country of the party) the indictment, if found,
could never be tried; in other instances reasons might exist for
not bringing on the trial ; in cases of actual trial and conviction
the good of the country might be promoted by suspension or commutation of sentence, or even by pardon; all these matters rest
with the constituted authorities of the nation. But the voice of
mercy, justice, national safety, cries aloud for the indictment fot·
treason in each and all of the above cases. The moral influence
of that proceeding would be alike beneficial and powerful, even
if not one single step further were taken ; tho indictment for a
crime so awful would for ever hang in tei·mrem o,·er the head of
the guilty criminal ; woulcl render him harmless for future injury
to his country, ancl woulcl keep 11im during life in a most hea1t£1ful
dread of a repetition of his crime ; it would operate, too, as a ter1·il,le and continuing warning to this generation and to many gene-
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ration!- to come. It is possible that the President may consider
that the ends of justice will be accomplishocl, and tho safety of
tho country insured without bringing to the scaffold any of these
great criminals ; if, on the contrary, he secs fit to mako this
dreadful example of any one or more of them, the people will
cheerfully respond, Amen! 'l'hc rnst majority of the humane, the
just and the enlightened of our citizens, at this moment regard the
infliction of the extreme penalty on one or more of the traitors as
imperiously demanded by the plo.incst dictates of humanity and
of duty. Time may alter their opinion.
It is to be remembered that in om· country there is no power,
executive, lcgislatfrc or judicial, to banish, as can be done in England ; and no power to dcpri,·e a citizen of his privileges as such,
except after conviction for crime. It cannot be doubted that the
'' good of the country" requires that it should be for ever freed from
the presence and tho influence of the whole baud of traitors abovemcntioued, with perhaps an occasional exception. Objects so obnoxious and loathsome to the Republic ca,nnot I.Jc tolerated here•
Indictments for treason will/righten away those still among us,
and will for ever keep away those now in foreign lands, and thus
the practical benefits of lawful and effectual banishment will be
attained:*
Second. Very few will doubt that the following persons (while
unpardoned) should not be permitted to hold any office of trust,
honor or profit under the Government of the United States :t
,. An nmusing, but by no means an alarming, spectacle is presented to us nt this
moment in the union of two most opposite extremes, namely, tlie pure, original
Abolitionist of tho one part, and the earnest sympathizer with the Rebellion nnd with
the lending traitors of the other part, in urgent and clamorous opposition to any punishment of the traitors. It is quite manifest that no union of such discordant
materials can be for good; and it is equally manifest that it must be wholly without
influence on the Government or on the people.
fCongress has not the power to declare by law this incapacity, nor hnsthc President
that power, nnd no court can adjudge it till after a conviction for treason; but in
this Government the1·e is a power equally operative, nnmely, the "Voice of the
J>eoplc "-the calm, deliberate, u·ell-consiM1·ed sentiment of the American people
nhrnys has had, ha3 now, always should have, and always will have, the power of
/av,. Under the influence of this sentiment, the appointing power would confer
no office 011 unpard(mc,l trnitors; and if unfortunately any such should be sent from
nny State to either House of Congress, cneh House has the constitutio110! power to
refuse admission to or to expel such person; nnd thus practically the same results
follow, as if they were produced by statute or by a judicial judgment.
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(a.) Every member of any State Convention, who voted in tl1at
eonve~tion for the ordinance of secession.;+
(b.) All Governors of the rebel States during the Rebellion.
(c.) The rebel Vice-President, and all who have been members
of the Senate or House of Representatives of the rebel Congress.
(d.) All who ha,e been members of rebel State Legislatures.
(c.) All officers in the rebel army and na,y above certain
graues (and it would not be unreasonable to say, above the grade
of colonel in the army and lieutenant in the navy), and all in
army or navy of any grade, who haYe been officers of the United
States Army or Navy:l·

* Doubtless some of this cla~s should be exempted from the general rule. The
courageous llolden, of Korth Carolina, signed, the ordinance of secession, under a
physical and morn.I duress of unexampled severity; and he has since heroically
exhibited his devotion to tho Union. There may be others of other classes who, for
special reasons, should have tho pri\'ilcgo of n similar exemption; all such cases,
we all know, will be calmly nod kindly considered by the President.
t 1t is " gmve question whether Robert E. Lee ought not to be indicted for
treason. Ile violated his repeated oaths of allegiance and fidelity; he deserted
the flag of his country; he carried with him, nn,l doubtless communicated to the
enemy, n ,·nst fund of infomu1tion clerh·ecl from his official position ns n member of the
military family of Lieutenant General Scott; he falsified his assertion that he left his
cmmtry to fight for his Stale; he hns, by his personal and family influence, aiJed the
Rebellion more effectually than any other single individual; he witnessed, day by
clay, for years, without sympathy, regret or protest, the murder by torture in the
horrible prisons in Richmond of thousands of the gallant heroes of our Army, wl1en
a single word from him would have saved their lives and their indescribable
sufferings ; he is ,till au unrepentant impudent rebel, for, notwithstanding all the
kindness and magnouimity shown l,im in the terms of his surrender, he hnd the
]U\rdihood immediately after to issue an 01·der to his disbanded army, in which ho
says, "I congratlllate you that your conduct l1ns endeared you to you,· cou,d1·.11men.
I bid you farewell with increased admirntion of your constancy and devotion to
yow· country: you take with you the saLisfnction that proceeds from the consciousness of dut.v faithfully pe1formed," Instantly on the igsuing of this order, the man
should have been arrested for vio/,ition of l1is pa,.ole in its spirit if not ill its
Jetter; for if the sentiments put fot·th in that document were adopted anJ acted 011
by those to whom it wns nddrcssed, they nc~·er could become in reality "Citizens
of the Republic." The unhallowed fires of hatred to the Uniou would perpetually
but·n in their hearts, to burst out at nny convenient time into trei.son. It is to be
hoped that the Government will take the case of this individunl ioto serious con.
siderntion, und decide whether ho should not be subjected to a traitor's doom.
There are other 1·ebel officers whom it would seem impossible to pardon : the
General (Fol'l'est) who perpetrated the savage massacre of Fort Pillow; the General
(Picket) who ordered twenty-one prisoners of war, soldiers of the First North Carolina
Loyal Regiment, to be placed inn row nnd shot; the wretch (Quantrell) who burned
Lawrence, and murdered indiscriminately he1· men, women and children, These
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(/.) Such prirnte and influential in<liYiduals (not embraced in
either of the above classes) as actively incited the Rebellion, and
were conspicuous in inaugurating and sustaining it; a sample of
these is the infamous Ruffin who boastecl that he put the match
to tl1efint gun firecl at Fort Sumter. On the same list stand
those editors who, from the beginning to the very last moment,
ham contributed so much, so malignantly and with so much extrarngance of falsehood to fan and keep alive the flame of rebellion. The injul'y done by them is incalculable. -:(·
'l'o say nothing of other official positions, what friend of the
U niou would not absolutely rernlt at seeing either Ilouse of Congress desecrated, disgraced and endangered by tile presence of
nnd nil other similnr monsters. are guilty of the double crime of treason noel of
nctnal murder. Their escape from the gallows would be n stigrnn on the humanity
of the ,1ge.
• D. J. Baldwin, an honored citizen of Texas, nncl one of the fow loyalists in that
Rti1tc, in n letter elated ll!ny 8, 1865, says: "Monstrous criminals as Davis ancl
Lee nre, tho rebel editm·, have been their most efficient workers. Tnke a specimen
or two of their efforts to keep up the spirit of their waning causa It was solemnly
nsscrtctl, ancl never denied by them, that Lee ncceptcd four million dollars
in gold as n ransom for the city of Philadelphia, in consiclcratiou of which
he clid not occupy and pilln;:e the city. Auother, that General !5reckinriclge occupied the Pre,ident's House at Washington, and Jubal Early the Capitol, with their
victorious tro~p.; noel the names of the soldiers wc1·e given who raised the rebel
fla; on the dome of the C ipitol. These arc two fail· specimens of rebel military
news. Ju civil nnd social matters they chnrnctcrized and published biogrnphies of
our lnte President, ns n bnstarcl sou of a muhitto woman by a drunken pauper; representing Northern societ.y as disorganized; women corrupted, and men sunk in
Yenality, lechery, and cowardice. Ancl they are the men who have given thn most
etlicient aid and comfort to the Rebellion. They did this nt the bi,lding of DaYis
and his minions in rcbcliion and crime. They have given it hope ancl henrt, which
but for them ancl their acts it could not have had."
Down even to the Inst mo:nent hns the uttornnce of those monstrous ancl malignant
folschoocls been conLinuecl by this class of men. The Clwttanooga Rebel, of April
21, 1865, contains the following statement of the condition of things nt Washington cr_fta the assassinatio11 of the P,·esidcnt : "The Inst clispn tchcs exhibit a most
shocking nncl horrible state or society. The President noel pl'ime minister killed
by nssns,ins, nncl the new President nncl the Secretary of War murclerccl by a mob
which has obtained and holds possession of tho Capital of tho nation. Othci· cities
sacked, and a great popuh1· revolution against the rulers impending. While their
armies nr~ devastating our !noel, their own clown-trodden populncc, infuriated by
tyranny ancl clrh·cn to clespnh· by want, burst the bonds of law, and a reign of
terror nntl of ruin is c;tablbhcd. That nation which priclecl itsc,lf upon its strength
and prosperity, finds three different Pt·csidents occupying its Executi\·e Chair within
the spnce of n single month. two of whom were murdered; discord 11ncl anarchy
riding rampant and ruling the hour."
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any one of that traitor band, until at least he had given the most
unequivocal evidence of genuine repentance, and had received
pardon from the President.
Confiscation of the property of the persons abo,e-mcntioned,
in both the first and second classes, is eminently due to justice : (1.)
justice to themselves ; (2.) justice to the country which, through
their instrumentality, is subjected to a debt of three thousand
millions of dollars, and to all its burdensome consequences.
Every individual embraced in this second class ought to be
profoundly grateful if he is exempted from the punishment uuiYCrsally awarded by human laws to Treason. The President
possesses the merciful prerogative of pardon ; his character and
his solemn declarations alike show, that in suitable cases this
power will be exercised with a pleasure proportioned to the pain,
which the infliction of punishment causes to every generous
heart.
It is earnestly hoped that none of the foregoing suggestions will
bo considered as indicating the slightest feeling of revenge; that
feeling is wholly unworthy the national dignity ; we have conquered, triumphantly conquered; magnanimity, gentleness to the
vanquished, so far as consistent with imperative duty, will be our
crowning honor. These cases of disqualification and even of confiscation are ,vithin the modifying power of the Presidential prerogative, and that power will surely be exercised in every proper
case.
Having thus briefly considered the treatment of the rebels
individually in reference to actual punishment, it remains to speak
of another branch of the subject not less important, namely, the
course to be adopted in regard to the interior, domestic or social
condition of tlmt people; in other words, in regard to "society"
there. The term "reconstruction qf the States" is loosely and inaccurately, though by no means infrequently used; the term" re·
construction of society," in respect to those States, is a term of
practical import and significance ; and this matter is of necessity
involved in the general question of the treatment of the rebels as
individuals. The truth of the proposition that "society" there
must be " reconstructed" is self-evident. The annihilation of the
cherished institution of slavery involves radical "social changes,"
the practical rcsump!:ion by those people of their place in the
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Union, after the <ffents of the last five years, requires for the
peace, cornfot-t and harmony of us all, their abandonment of those
error:;, prejudices and delusions of which mention has already been
made; or at least the total cessation or aU open manifestations of
them. 'Without this, 11 reconciliation," sincere n,nd true, cannot be
hoped for. The habits of thought of that people, the manners, the
false estimate of themselYes and the consequent false estimate of
the people of the non-slavchoh1ing States, the tyranny of caste
as to the non·slaveholcliug wliite class among themselves, all of
which are the fruits of the exi:;tence there for so many generations
of the institution of elaYery, l1aYe created a" state of society" in
those States, which has received its eternal death in the re,mlts of
the Rebellion. " Ohl things have passed away and all things
l1aYe become new," and to the" things" thus "become new," must
the slave aristocrat and his sympathizers now conform themseh'es
or go into voluntary or inYoluntary exile. When we speak of
"Southern society" as heretofore existing, we of necessity mean
only that composed of the slaveholtlct· and his associates ; for, socia1ly as well as politically, no other "society" has ever been
known or recognized within the rebel States. The very first step
in this "reconstruction" is the yielding up for eyer by them of their
arrogant fancy of "superiority," an idea acquiesced in, fostered,
encouraged (in sadness be it saicl) by many, alas! too rna11y, of
our people, those already mentioned as the John Randolph" doughfaces" of the North:~ After the stubborn facts of the lust few
• Notwithstanding tll<l overwhelming tdumpb of the Union Army, this delusion
of "superiority " nnd this contcmptnons opinion of the " Yankee" are still rnmpnnt, ns we know by authentic letters from every conquered city in thnt regionl:;nvnnnah, Charleston, Richmond,-furnish abundant evidence. Rehcl officers havo
dared to ostentatiously wem· the " rebel gray " iu the streets of those cities, and
even in the Capitol of the nation and iu Northern cities. Witness, too, the supercilious impudence of Wade llampton at the surrender of Johnston; the brazen
hnrdihood of Davis in his proclamation of the 5th of April from Danville, in which
he says, that '' no peace shall ever be made with the inf,wwus i11vaJers of our
territory;" the impertinence of the rebel officers confined as prisonerd nt Fortt-ess
;l!onroe, in nclding nt the end of their names, in a published letter on the nssnssinntion of the Pre~ident, the odious letters" C. S. A."
A letter of April 26, 1805, from ·washington, says: "Those who went J1ence
to Dixie, four yenrs ago, m·e rct11rning by scores, generally in good health, shabbily tlrcsscd, defiant, and far from being hopeless in the nltimnte success of their
cnuse."
By a letter from Charleston of the loth of April, we learn that: "Tho news
of Lee's surrender nrri ved here by the ' Oceanus.' In the short apace of n few
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years, the1·c is no lougcr a shadow of excu~c for this al'l'ogancc.
The facts have dcmom,tratctl the existence in profnse abundance
among the hel'etofore de:-pised and hate<l "Yankeeil" of tho
highest qualitie:; of Ulan, moral and phyi:,ical courngc, liberality,
philanthropy, magnanimity, unsurpasseu military skill, religious
foith a11d reliance.
The change from "~ocicty" constituted as so,·icty in the Rebel
States has been, to that in which no shwe will Le fouml ; in which
labor in its rnriecl forms will be, as it should be, among civilizeu
people, honorable and not drg-rading; in which thousands of immigrants from the non-slaveholding States anu from foreign countries will form a part of the community; in which the heretofore clc~pi~ed multituc1es of the subordinate white race will
certai11ly, thongh gradually, lle restored to manhood; and in which
the ":;lave" is to l>e a " free" man : this change i:; indeed as total
hours the p11rdon of nil the IMc rebeb wns cli,cu«ed and con,id,•red u, a foct.
But it wns rccl'ived a~ a ritrl,t mNdy. No gr~litudc wns cxpressetl towm·d the
great Gl•11er1,l who forgave th~ grent wickedne,s of this peopk"
A letkr from Richmond, <lnted 8<•mc dnys nftcr its rnrrcrulcr, states tbnt: "Todny there have been 01•er n huu<lrccl rebel ofliccrs on the streets, most of them in
full uniform, lo say notl,in~ of prim!, ,. Thl'ir hntr~d 1111(1 bitterness hns nut
nhated one iotn; tlwy would do nil the injury they c·oulcl, and it is to bo hoped
thnt the order will soon be i•suc<l to rc;.::istcr our cnc111ies, nn<l put nn end to tho
1•nrnding of Cnnfcdcrnte uniforms n,; n rnnttcr of glory nnd hono1· !"
Those inslnil<'es 111ight he indc•finitely multiplied. Xor hn~ Xorthern "ton<lybm •• ct•n,c<l. 'fhe colored troops were not permitted to pnrtici1intc in the fir~t
grnnd review nt Richmond ; n ,-o/mwl ~entind wns removed from the house of
Gcnernl Lee's wife onl of regar,l to her feeliu9x, whc-n 1,c-r own husbnntl hnd n
few dnya before made tho Htrongcst pos.siblo nppenl to tht• rebel Con~rcss 1111d
people to sen,! 300,000 3/a,.t• iulo tl,e rth,•l army 11• soldiers; minister- of the
go~pel, Lclonging to the C'hrbtinn Commission, pnid nn oh,equious visit to the
snrne General (nn net since cmph11tic11lly repudiated by the Commission by the
di~rni.s,nl of the offender); n Northern nrtist, about the surnc time, nskctl of the
enme General the privilege of tnking the photogrnphs of him~clf nad the half
dozen rcL(I]... thnt had fornll'd hi- suite; some of ou1· offic.-rs, on Lee's arrival at
Jtichmoml, as a pn1·olcd rebel prisoner, Anluted him ns they would ham saluted
Lieutenant-Gcucrnl Grant; the oflicer, who rccei'i'ed the surrender of one of the
lnrge rebel armies, out of rPgnrd to tho feeli119,, of tho con1111nnill•r of thnt nrn1y
and of the rebels surrendering with him, prohib.itcd the presenco of rcprescntn.
tives of the loyal press on the occnsi,:m; an officer. whoso chnrncter is \'Ouched
for by 1111 cminont editor of this city, wl'itcs from Ridimond 011 the 12th of .April,
that : "J~n oflicer al'plicd to one of the commandin~ Genernls for quarters, notl
told him he wonld liko to take a certain house. 'Whose is it 'f 'It is thnt of an
ayowcd secessionist of the blackest k.iull-the most infernal 1illain in the Confcclcr~cy.' • Oh, certainly,' repliccl the General, • you sl,nll bn,·o it. If be 's II rebc~
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and radical as it will be enduring. To this change the old" society"
must yield ; the " society" hereafter will be in all senses "free"
all(l not" slave." It may be said, that the heretofore ruling class
will not be reconciled to the 11ew order of things : then, as General Wool once happily said, " they may go, but they must leave
to us their land." Again, all there must exhibit at least outward
respect to the Republic and its official representatives, ciYil ancl
military, who may be placed :rtnong them. The fatal heresy of
supreme allegiance to a State must be believed, if at all, in silence;
no expression of contempt or hatred of the United States should
be tolerated.* Above all, full and entire liberty of the press, as
it now exists in the non-sla,eholding States, must exist there.
And what a field is here for enlightened and patl'iotic editors I
l:Iow long, under the potent influence of a free press, would it be
before the bright light of truth would shed its beneficent radiance
of course you can hn'l"e it for Government use. What is his name?' 'BrigadierGeneral Windc1·, of the ,-ebcl army.' 'No-0-0-0 I' said the General; 'No, you
can't have his l1onse. Why, be was a classmate of mine at West Point!'. . . . . .
If you wish n favor from headquarters here, put on a gray uniform, and you can
get what you like. The officers of tho late robel army swagger aboul the streets,
sneei-ing at tho Union officers and are being coddled by the women of the town.
The1·e appear to be more rebels iu the city than Union men."
Many similar acts have dishonored us since our triumph over the Rebellion;
and almost universally those acts are 1·eccived not ns e,•idences of generosity
and kindness, but ns m11tter9 of j11.,t dtt• and of right. Every such exhibition
confirms the Southern Tebel in his illusion of " superiority," nnd postpones the_
day that rnust ultimately come when that illusion will vanish for ever, and the
coming of which, as before remarked, is an indispensable prerequisite to 1·eal
reconciliation.
* General Burnside set the proper example on this subject. Soon nftcr ho
assumed command at Newbern, he issued the following wise and timely order:
"General Orders, No. 28-lleatlquarters Deportment of North Carolina, Newbern, .April 28, !862.-Wl1ocvcr, after the issue of this order, shall, within tho
limits to which the Union arms may extend in this Department, utter one word
ngainst the Government of tbe.se United States will be at once arrested and
closely confined. It must be distinctly understood that trenson, expressed or implied, will meet with a speedy punishment. The .Military Governor of Newborn
is charged with tho strict execuUon of this order within the bounds of his control.
"By command of
Major-General Bum1SID.E.
" Li:w·,s Rcclll!oxo, Assistant Adjutant·General."
Ilad this example been faithfnlly followed in Wnshington, in Baltimore and
in cyery pnrt of the rebel territory, as it became subjected to tho power of the
Union, what numbers of valuoble liv~s and what amount of pecuniary e.xpendi•
ture would hnvo been saved to us!
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over those people and dispel the moral and mental darkness in
which, on one sulticct especially, they have never ceasccl to grope.
Again, in Yiew of the great demoralization produced by the war
throughout that region, and of the multitudes of soldiers of the
late rebel army who will abound there, we may, for awhile, reasonauly apprehend numerous acts of lawfoss violence/ insecurity
to the per~ons and property of those who have not sympathized in
the Rebellion ; interference in the ft·ee expression of loyal opinion ;
words and acts of disloyalty to the Go,·ernment, and othe1· acts
inconsistent with domestic quiet and security, and with the spread
and growlh of true Union sentiment. A.11 this must be elicchrcly
and thoroughly repressed. It may be asserted that such a Rtale of
things ca11not be brought about, but this assertion implies that
common sense, as well as all regard to self-interest, haYe deserted
that people; and besides contradicts our uniform experience of the
facility with which men accommodate thornsell'C.3 to -inevitaule necessity. This repression may be effected by civil power, or it may
require military force. .J.s to the fatter, it is highly probable, nay,
certain, that for a season its use will be indbponsablc in many
parts of the rebel States, ancl to this end common prudence require::, that a portion of our veteran army lJc retained there ; as
much additional force as may be requisite for this purpose exists
in abundance on the spot: a force which surely the rebels can have
no scruple to our using, ina~much as its use for military purposes was deliberately c:anctionecl ancl authorized ancl declared to
be right hy the rebel Congress at a period when men do not lie,
namely, in its expiring agonies. This force, u11dcr the command
of the humane, brave and experienced officers of our· noble army

* Tho following extract shows what may not nnrensonably be apprehended for
the present in some portions of the rebel States. The Ale:ca11d,-i,. .fo1t1·11~l, ;\fny
I, says: "Scout~ from Fredericksburg report that that city and vicinity need the
protection of tho Go,·crnmcnt ngainst rebel officers nnd soldiers. disbanded from
Lee's army, who are now marnuuing upon the provisions nnd property of the
inhabitants. Young meu helc>nging to respectable families, who hnve been in the
nrmy, swear they will not work for n Ii ving, and devote themselves to plunder.
Applications have been made to General Augur for n l'rornst-l\CarRl111l's establish.
ment nt Fredericksburg, to protect the citizens in their peaceful pursuits. Tho snme
thing will hn,·e to be done throughout Virginia. A letter from the borders of London
County, dated on Friuay last, informs us tl111t constant incursions nre being made
by these pnroled rebel soldiers into )lnrylnnd, who drive off horses, cattle, etc.,
and tenr dow11 nnd destroy every Americ"n flag displayed in that neighborhood."
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will be economical, safe and effective:* The dreadful state of
things brought about by the Rebellion and the deep-seated errors
and delusions from which it sprung, will, for a season, require
more or less of military government in all those States; it will be
required till the most malignant of the slave aristocracy arc disposed of by punishment or voluntary exile, and till truth and
reason ho.Ye time to operate. But earnest is the hope, that the
necessity for the use of this force may be temporary; it must be
so, unless the clogged obstinacy or the inveterate, unreasoning hate
of those, who l1ave been, and would be again if they dared,
traitors, demand its long continuance.
It cannot, judging from the m·dinary motives of human action
and the plainest principles of human reasoning, as has been already
stated, be long befoi;o most of those men, and certainly the vast
multitudes of the down-trodden whites of the Soutll, will appreciate the benignity, the blessedness, the priceless value of the
Constitution aud the U uiou ; they will yet (and soon, we hope,)
Joye them as their Revolutionary fathers clid. 'l'o effect these ben•
, cficcnt results, the people of the North, while extending cordially
the hand of brotherhood to the people of the South, must carefully
rnaintain their own self-respect and mark their sense of the greatness of the crime that has been committed, by refusing to notorious,
blatant and umepentant reb!!ls the courtesies of social life, by
sternly prohibiting among us any exhibition, by dress,t word or
* On this subject we hnvo tho emphatic testimony of the rebel commander-in-

chief. General Lee, in his letter of February 15, 1865, to the rebel Congress,
snys: "The ncgroes under proper circumstances will, in my opinion, make efficient soldiers. Under good officers nnd good instruction, I do not sec why they
should not become soldiers. They possess nil the physical qunlifications, nnd
thcii· habits of obudicnce constitute a good foundation for discipline. They furnish a uiore promising material thnn many armies of which we rend in history,
which owe their efficiency to discipline alone."
If th~y would make good soldier~ in the cause of "slavery," it needs no reasoning to pt·ovc that they would make good soldiers in tl1e cause of "freedom."
j· This matter, it seems by tho following order, is fully understood by Genera1
Stoneman, nod hi~ example should immediately be followed eYerywhcre:
"Headquarters District of East Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn., ~fay 6, I so;;.-Genernl Orders No. 31-llct·eafter, any person found within tho limits of this command
wearing 01· having nbout his person U1e badges, insignia, 01· uniform of an officer of
the late Confederate armies, will be considered as guilty of an act of hostility toward
the United States Government, and will subject himself to arrest ancl imprisonment.
By commnnd of )fojor-Genornl Stoneman. G. M. Bascom, Major and A. l,.. G.
-Official, G. l\I. Bascom, A. A.G."
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act, of Southern arrogance and of rebel sympathy, and by ceasing
for ever, in our treatment of the fossil remains of the slave
aristocracy, from that, which, for want of more elegant expressions,
is designated by the terms '' toadyism" and " flunkeyism," and
which bas for half a century been too common among us.
W c are not to o,·cl'look the vast aid, in this matter of the "re•
construction of society," which will be givnn by that small band of
dc,·otcd men who have steadily adhered to the Union, nor by that
multitude who have been unwillingly led or forced into the Rcbcllio~ ; nor, again, by that large number of owners of slaves who,
though of the sla,cholding class, did not belong to the insolent,
overbearing, and arrogant "slave aristocracy," aud could not be
included in that almost demoniacal class, commonly known by the
name of" fire caters." This "reconstruction " may require time ;
but if wisdom, prudence, firmness, kindness, arc combined in the
execution of the work, we may well believe that, in less than half
the time it bas required to crush the Rebellion, the task will have
been so far performed as to give us the perfect assurance of its
entire accomplishment within an additional period of no greater
length.
Some of the slave aristocracy will prefer exile to a state of things
in which the poor white is to be restored to a state of manhood,
and the sla,c to freedom; and they will depart without regret or
sympathy. ifany years must elapse before the immense material
injury inflicted on those States by the madness of tbc Rebellion can
be repaired, and some time perhaps before the trnc mode of
adapting the emancipated slave to his new condition will
be discovered and applied ; but when all this is done, ancl we
cannot doubt it will be at no distant period, those States will enter
on a new career of prosperity and of honor, which, while it im·igoratcs and elevates them as States, will immensely add to the strength,
power, and durability of the Union. We shall then be, iu e,·cry
sense, social as well as political, a united people.
In treating of the "reconstruction of society," I repeat, for it
cannot
too often repeated, that what has constituted " society"
there has embraced numerically but an insignificant minority of
the people ; that many of the members of the old slaYe aristocracy
will never consent to live under the new system, and will volun··
tarily expatriate themselves, leaving their places to be supplied by

uc
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others; that these latter together ,,ith those of the old "society"
who arc willing to conform to the " new," will thereafter form the
"society ;" that, instead of the frightful bugbear of depopulation,
presented to us in such vivid colors of horror by the rebel arfr,tocracy and their sympathizers, the result will at the worst be the
departure of a few, while the m£llions will be left, and tho place of
these few be supplied by men more ,rnrthy tho priYilcgcs and the
name of "American citizen." 1\ careful cstinrn.tc of the numbers embraced in all the classes, which have been mentioned in this paper,
as being required by every dictate of justice and of true mercy to
pay the penalty too, grerLter or less extent of their treason, will
present but a few hundreds out of their flee millwns of white inhabitants. It is worse than idle then to predicate barbarity,
cruelty, inhumanity, of the punishment those men may rccei,efrom
a country whose life they deliberately and persistently sought to
destroy, and hundreds of thousands of whose citizens have, by thefr
cwt, been consigned to untimely graves.

II.
THE MODE OF RESTORATION OF THE REBEL STATES TO
THE UNION.

IT bas already been remarked that the term •· reconstruction,"
as applied to the rebel States, though often used, is used Ycry inaccurately, not to say injuriously. It implies ex vi termini, the
preYious destruction of that which is to be re-constructed. In the
case before us it implies that those States, as States ef the Union,
arc destxoyed; that they do not now exist as such; conseqnently,
that the ordinances of secession were valid ; and agaiu consequently, that a State has the power to withdraw from the Unio!1.
It admits the powc-r and the right of secession.
This is an error as palpahlc as it is dangcrou,:., and ~houlcl not
for a moment be sanctioned cYen hr inference or implication. No.
Those States, as States, have neYcr for an hour in a constitutionol
ancl legal sense been out of the Union ; they have ever been and
now are substanth·c and component parts of it as truly as ::\fassachusctts or Ohio. Very much has been written on the subject of
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the ?·iglit of a State to secede from the Union, so much indeed,
that the intellectual argument may well be said to be cxlrn.ustcd.
It may with equal truth be said that further argument is wholly
useless, inasmuch as the question is for ever settled, and a judgment
alike solemn, unappeahblc and irresistible bas been pronounced
by the only so,·ereign power-the people.
If the mighty war, through which \l'e ha,e just passed and in
which we have so entirely and gloriously triumphed, has established any doctrine or principle whatever, it is "that no State has
the right or power to, or by any possibility can, withdraw from
the Union, except by an amendment to the Constitution permitting
it." The fatal heresy on this subject prevailing so extensively in
the rebel States was, as has been alrnady mentioned, one of the
instrumentalities by which the leading conspirators were enabled
to inaugurate the Rebellion; it was a direfully actiYc agent in
this fratricidal work : to impress on it the seal of c,erla.sting condemnation and to sweep it, as an operntirn principle, for ever from
existence, was one of the objects as it is one of the l>lessed results
of the war.
This judgment of condemnation, obtained by more than four
years of deadly conflict and at such an amazing expenditure of
life ancl of treasu1·e, stu.nds, and will ever stancl, a proud monument
of the intelligent understanding by tho American people of tho
true nature of their Union, of their earnest de.otion to it, and of
their determination that it shall be perpetual. Never again can
this wicked delusion have any practical influence or perceptible
existence in thi;; country or in any part of it; it has lived its day,
it has performed its unhallowed work of attempting the natiom,l
cleath, and has in the attempt met its own; it now lies buried in a
graYC of infamy without the hope or possibility of resurrection.
If, after all this, any man in America is found still to cling to that
delusion, and to write or to speak in its advocacy, bis bitterest enemy
coulu wish him no worse punishment than he will receive in the
pity, the contempt and disgust that will await him on every
side.
In determining then the mode of rest01·atimi of those States the
very starting point, the first step in the process, is the postulate,
that, one and all, they ha,c ncrnr ceased, siuce their admission
iuto the Union, to be, and that they now arc members of it, States
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within it:), With this rule as the guide, and with a faithful adhereuce to it, all difficulties in tho way of restoration vanish.
It may be asked what is meant by "restoration," and what is
the difference between that and "reconstruction." Tho meaning
of tho latter has already been stated ; tho necessity for tho use
of the former term arises from tho fact that through tho unconstitutional, illegal au<l void acts of citizens of those States, those
States and the people thereof have for a period practically omitted to exorcise their rights, enjoy their privileges and perform their
duties in the Union; though in thefamily, they haYe been refractory, rebellious and disobedient mcmber:i ; their rebellion being
at an end and they desiring to be again in the enjoyment of their
wonted rights ai1d priYileges, and in the performance of their duties as members of the family (from which they luwe been for a
season separated in fact but not in law), the question is how·
that" restoration" is to be effected. This brief" statement of the
case" explains clearly tho meaning of the term "restoration,"
and shows the propriety of its use.
1. A necessary consequence of the proposition above stated
(viz., that no State has been, or is now, out of tho Union) is, that
all acts of any bodies of men in those States by whatever name
called, conYentions, legislatures, congress, designed or intended
and performed for tho purpose of withdrawing that State from the

* How well is this truth stated inn letter .fron1 General Sherman dated at Sn•
,nnnah, Jnnua1·y 8, 18Gil, to a citizen of Georgia. Ile says: "Georgia is not out
of the Union, and therofore the talk of 'reconstruction' appears to me inappropriate. Some of the people have been nncl still are in n st.~te of revolt; and as
long as they remain armed nnd organized, the United States must pursue them
with armi()S, and deal with them according to military lnw. But ns soon as they
brenk uf) thcit· armed 01·ganizations and return to their homes, I take it they will
be dealt with by the civil courts. Some nf the rebels in Georgia, in my judgment,
deserve death, because they ha\'C committee! murder, and other crimes, which are
punished with death by all civilized governments on e11rth. You may 1·est assured
that the Union will be preserved, cost what it may. And if you arc sensible men
you will conform to this order of things or else migrate to some othm· country.
Thero is no other 11.lternativo open to the people of Georgia.
"llfy opinion is that no negotiations nre necessary, nor commissioners, nor convcntiouq, nor any thing of the kind. "\Ybene,er the people of Gi;orgia quit rebelling
against thllir Government then the State of Georgia will have resumed he1· functions in tlic Union. It seems to me that it is time for the people of Georgin. to net
for themseh·cs, nnd return, in time, to their duty to the Government of their
fathers."
3

•
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Union, and all acts consequent on or produced by; such attempted
withdrawal or designed to aicl in its practical carrying out: are
each and every of them merely void:* so as to all similar acts of
any pretended executive or judicial authority, tbe creature of the
Rebellion. This proposition would seem self-evident; the thing

•

,;, This has been emphatically and solemnly declared in a recent Executive paper
of President Johnson, in which he pronounces "that all acts and proceedings of
th~ political, military and civil organizations which have been iu a state of insurrection nnd rebellion within tho State of Virginia against the authority and laws
of the United States, and of which Jefferson Din-is, John Letcher and William
Smith were fate the reRpecti,e chief><, are declared null and void.
"All persons who shall exercise, chlim, pretend or attempt to exercise any political,
military or civil power, authority, jurisdiction or right, by, through or under Jcf.
ferson Dnvia, late of the city of Richmond, nnd his confidants, or under John
Letcher or William Smith, nnd their confidants, or under nny pretended political,
military or civil commission or authority issued by them or of them, since the I '7th
day of .April, 1861, shall be deemed aud taken as in rebellion against the United
Stutes, and shall be dealt with accordingly.
"The Secretaries of Stnte, War, Treasury, Navy, and Interior, and PostmasterGcncral, arc crdcred to proceed to put in force all laws of tho United States pertaining to their several depa1•tments, and tho District Judge of said district to
proceed to l1old courts within said States, in accordance with the provisions of the
nets of Congress. The Attorney-General will iustruct the proper officers to libel and
bring to judgment, confiscation nnd salo property subject to confiscation, and enforce the administration of justice within said State, in nll matters civil noel
criminal within the cogni1,nnce of the Federal courts; to carry into effect tho
guarnnty of the Federal Constitution of a republican form of State Government,
and afford the advantage nud security of domestic laws, as well ns to complete the
re-establishment of tho authority of the laws of the United States, and the full
and complete restorntion of pence within the limits aforesaid. Francis Il. Pierpont, Go1•ernor of the State of Virginia, will be aided by the Federal Government
so far ns mny ho necessary in the lawful measures which ho may take for the extension nnd administration of tho State Government throughout the geographical
limits of said State."
The case is also very strongly and truly put by General Wilson in the following Jetter to the rebel Governor Brown: " Headquarters Cavalry Corps, .III. D. M.,
Macon, Ga., May 9, 1865, 2.30 l'. M. Sir-In pursuance of instructions receh•ed
this day from Ron. E. M. Stanton, Secretary of War, I have the honor to inform
you that your telegram of the 7th inst., forwnrtled by my sanction, has been laid
before the President of the United States, and the following are his reply and
orders:
" I. That the collapse in the carrency nod the great destitution of provisions
among tho people of Georgia, mentioned in your telegram, have been caused by
treason, insurrection and rebellion against the Jnws of tho United States, incited
and carried on for tho Inst four years by you and your confederate rebels and
traitors, who alone m·e responsible for all the waste, destitution nod want now
existing in that Stnt-e.
"2. What you cnll ' tho result which the fortunes of war have imposed upon the
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created must dc1frc its vitality and power from its crcafor; aud
where the latter is wholly and absolutely baseless, is without a
particle or the spirit of life, and whose death in a constitutional
and legal sense was precisely contemporaneous with its very appearance, in such a case, the· attempted or pretended creations
from such an origin all partake of its character; all fall with it;
all arc equally inopcrati,e, void and dead aborigine. Herc the
parent, the source of every thing subscqnent, was the ordinance of
secession ; on this was based the new State, the new constitution,
congress, legislatures, every thing ; not a moment or real vital expeople of GeorgiR,' and all the loss nnd woe they have suffered, nrc charged upon
you and your confederate rebels, who have usurped lhe authority of the State and
assumed lo act as its GoYernor and Legislature, made nets treasonable to the
United States, and by means of llmt usurped authority provoked the war to
extremity, until compelled by superior force to lny down their a1·ms and accept the
result which 'the fortunes of war' hnvo irnposed upon the people of Georgia, as
tho just penalty of the crimes of treason and rcbelliou.
" That tho restoration of peace an<l orde1· cannot be intn1stecl to robels aud trai·
tors who destroyed the pence and trampled down the order that had existed more
thnn half a century in Georgia, 11 great and prosperous State. The persons who
incited the war and cnrriocl it on at so great a sacrifice to tho people of Georgia,
and of all the United Stales, will not be allowed to nssemble, at the call of their
nccomplice, to net ngain as a Legislntm·e of the State, Mel n~nin usurp ita authorities and franchises. l\Icn whose crimes spilled so much blood of their fellowcitizens, and pressed so much woe upon the people, destroyed the finances, currency nod credit of the Stnto, and reduced the poor to destitution, will not be
allowed to usurp legislntivc power that might be intended to set on foot fresh acts
of treason and rebellion. In calling them together without permission of the
Pre,ident, you have perpetrated a fresh crime, that will be denlt with accordingly.
I nm further directed to inform )'OU, that the Prcsideut of the Unitcd States will,
without delay, exert all tho lawful powers of his office to relieve the people of
Georgia from destitution, by dcli1•ering them from the bondage of military tyranny
which avowed rebels and traitors have long imposed alike upon poor nnd rich.
"The President hopes thnt by restoring peace and ordc1·, giYing security to life,
liberty nud property, by encouraging trade, nrts, mnnufacturcs, and every species
of industry, to recover the financial credit of the State, and develop its great
1·csom·ccs, the people will again soon be nble to rejoice under the Constitution and
hws of the United States, and of their own State, in the prosperity and happiness
they once had. 'l'o all good people who return to their allegiance, liberality will
be exercised.
" 1f any person shnll presume to answer or acknowledge the call mentioned in
your telegram to the Pre,idcnt, I am directed to cause his immediate arrest and
imprisonment, and hold him subject to the orders of the War Department.
" I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"Josua E. Bn.ow,-, Milledgeville, Ga. J . H. W1Lsox, Brevet Major-General."
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istence ha,e any of them had, because the ordinance was wholly
and absolutely null and void Jo;· lhe reasons afready stated.
It is of the last importance to adhere throughout to the proposition, that no rebel State ha::; been, or is now, out of the Union,
and to accept the legilimat,e practical results of that proposition,
whatever they may be. Nor need any apprehension be entertained
as to those practical results, if the views above stated, as to the
"reconstruction of society," and the "treatment of the rebels individually," arc adopted and trnly carried out. Let this be done,
(and, as ha::; already been shown, it can be done) and not many
months, surely not a long period will elapse before that region
will be cleared of the leading spirits of the Rebellion by their
punishment or flight, or if they remain, by their quiet and grateful
submission to the Constitution and laws of their country; within
a period not longer, the prejudices, asperities and delusions of
others will disappear before the resistless light of Truth, aud the
great bulk of the people will embrace with earnest joy the blessings of the mild and paternal Government of their country in excliange for the horrors of tyranny, despotism ancl war, which they
have so bitterly experienced duriug the last four years. Then,
whether under existing or new State constitutions and laws, that
people will become, more emphatically than they have ever yet
lJecn, worthy citizens of the Republic ancl safe depositories of the
power reposed in them by the fundamental principles of this Govermnent.
•
But not till then will there be peace, quiet, real and true reconciliation and harmony, whatever course may be adopted by the
executive or legislative authorities of the Union.
It may be asked what is to be the condition of those States
aud the inhabitants thereof till this state of things is reached. The
answer is, that they must, ex necessitat,e rei, remain in their present
anomalous condition-but it is to be remembered that the duration
of this condition longer or shorter depends entirely on themselves.
They can be relieved from it, if they so elect, immediately.'-<- The
" Tho follo,ting order for the military re-districting of the State of Virginia
shows the mod1ls opcmndi during this interval: "Ffrsl.-The sub-district of the
Roanoke, Blackwater and AppomattoS", as hereina~er dc~ignnted, will constitute
tho District of tho Notto.way, under command of Major-General neorgc L. Hnrtsuff,
headquarters at Petersburg. Secoml.-The counties of Accomnc, Northampton, For-

r.on~titnlio,, awl lnws of cnch rebel State, as tncy pre-existed tho
ordinance of :-:ccc;;sion, arc at this moment the constitution and
law-: of that State. This rnny to ::omc sc<'m n. :-:tartlin!!. nay,
an ina1l111i;;,-,i\Jlc propo:,;i(ion; lmt when cx:nni11ctl it will lie found
strictly t rnc allll practically safe and lJcncficcn t. It must con·
tnnth lie horno in minil. that tho~c State con,titntions and laws
arch): the very fttnda1w,1tal principles of our Union subor,linale.
tu tl,e Co11stitution of tl,e Unib·d ,,'tatPs and to all le[]i.slatit·e am!
Exec i,:,, acts confonnaule to tli, Omstitution. Tho Con~titution
trcos :,lomue :tnil the Rub-district of the l'onin~uln, nq hercinnftet· 1lo,i!(nnt.cd, will
ronsti uk tho District of Fortr,· • )fonroc, nude,· comm,mtl of Brevet .\lnjor·Gcucral
Ncl,on .\, 'file-. he:dqunrlen nt }'(lrtr,ss 'lonroe. T/,;,.d.-ThtJ co,111lics of Prin•
cc,, ,\nnc, Xorfolk, X1111semond, Southmnpton nud !.,le of Wight, will constitute
the Di,t l'ict or E1bturn Virgini11, under co1111nnntl oflh-i~nclier·Ocncrnl (l. II. Gordon,
lie ,,lqunrtcrs nt ~urfulk J,,,..,•t/,.-TI, · counties of ~cbon . .\.mhur~t, Bedfonl,
Cnmpl.x>ll, .\1,pomntlox, Pitlllylninin. II nry, P.1trick nu,l frnahlin will con,titnte Lhe Jlistrict of Lynchbnr,s, under command of Brevet llrigadior-ti,•ncral J.
Irwin Ur<'g!(. Fiph.-Thc county of llcnrico will constitute II Dbtriet, under
comrunuu of Jlri;;n•licr General \I. R. P,1trick. SizlA.-Thc c 11111ic, uf :i1nthe1\'s,
Qloucc,tcr, /\cw Kent, Kin;; Willi:im, Ch.,rll'8 City, York, Wnrwick, mul 1:liz:1bcth
City, cxc,•pling Fo,·tress ~Iom·oc, will coustitnte the Sub-,li,!rict of tlw l'ouinsuln,
und r conmuuul of Brevet llrig11dicr-Gcucml B. C. Ludlow. S,l't,d!1.-Thc countie3
)li,l,Uc :c, l\in,; nn,l Quc<•n, Es..<ex, enrolinc, :--pottsylrn11i.~ and Omuge, will
l'Ou,tituto the 5ul,.,li trict of thu Rnppahnnuock, 111uk•r co11111111111l of Coloucl E. V.
Smnncr. First New York ~lonntod ltifi,·•. Ei:;hl/1,-Thc <·ountics of Hn!lo,·e1·,
Louisa. Ooochlnnil, Fluvflun:1. .\lb~marlo nnd Grwne, will C<Hhtitnte tlw Sub-tliJ•
trict of tho South A111111, under command of Brevet Brigaditr-<:cncral ,\. C. \'orris.
,\";,111,.-The conuties of Surrey, Sus,cx, Urec1n ille, Brunswick, Dinwit!dio nnu
l'l"incc C:c >l'I-(<', will constitute tho Sub-district of tho Illackwntct·, und,•r command
of Bre,·et llrigadicr-Genernl McKibbin. Tml/1.-Thc couutics of '.\lccklenburg,
Luncnhur,;, Xottowny, Prince Edward, Chnrlotto nut! llalifox, will coustituto tho
i-:ub-<lislrict of tho llonnoko, uud~r cominnnd Qf Brevet '.\lnjor-Ucucrnl Ferrcl'o.
Fl ,,rnth.-'J'hc counties of Chcolcl'ficld, Amelia, Pol\ hntnn, CumbN·lnu.J nml Buckin6!urn, will con,titntr. th,, Sub-district of the \ppomatlox, under conunnuJ of
Ilrc\"Ct llrl~adier-Ocncrnl C. W. :--mith. C'ommand,•rs of di,tdcts and bnch of the
rnh-clbtl'icts ii,; ar~ not included in any of tho district~ 11bo1·0 ,k~cribc,l, will report
din-ct lo these htntlljunrters, 1111,J "ill coustitnte scpornte brigades for the purpo:;e of
rnnl,Un~ lhc commauding oflker, to convene !!encrnl courts mar:inl. 'foe co,n,
mand,·r0 of districts and suli-districts nrc mnde ,upl'rinten,lcnts of N,·gr,, nffairs
within th,•ir resprclive limit•." To the ~nmc import is tho following l'\lrart from
the.\' 111 Or/rans IJ,/t,i, of :\lny2.i, Js,;.;, "Clcncr:il :-hnidnn l,n, nssnmc,J evmmand
of tho :\lilitnry Di, iaion of the ~uthwest, el.lll>r:tdng the country wc1t of tho
:\lb•i, ippi 1111d smith of the ,\rlrnnsos 11h·ers. General Cnnl,y hns d,vitlcd tho
llt'parl11w11I of the <l nlf into Ille following four dh·i.;iuns-Loui,iana. 1,..,,,1quartcrs
Xcw Orlcan,; :lli..ai ippi, hc11<11p1artPl'I! Jnck,on; .\lnbnm11, hc.,d'}nnrtcrs :\loutmery; Florida. l,P,1,I-1nnrter3 'f.11la'1a•, ·e. Tho ci•iun, of L'l:iisinn:1 appe11r
IIIUlh gr:1tifi,·d by the p1·ogrnm111e of th<l new militnry 11uthoritios.''
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and those constitutional acts arc the " supreme law of the land."
Consequently, taking for example the State of South Carolina, at
this very moment she is in a state of Uuion, with her constitution
and laws as they existed on the 20th of December, 1860, with
such modifications, changes, and variations as are created by any
acts of the Executh-e or legislative power of the United States
conformable to the Constitution of the United States and now in
force. Thus, the provisions of the constitution, ln'1s and customs
of South Carolina as to slavery arc wholly clone away by the Emancipation Proclamn.tions of September, 1862, and January, 1863, if
those proclamations were a constitutional exercise of power by
the President ; in which case not a slave now exists in that State.
It is not proposed here to discuss the constitutional and legal
validity of those magnificent State papers, nor whether they produced the effect desired and intended by the Prc:,idcut. It is
well known that he considered them clearly within his constitutional power, and that in his view they instantaneoui,ly struck
the shackles from e,cry slave in the rebel States:* Those proclamations arc mentioned simply by way of illustration ; the
Confiscation Acts of Congre,.;s might be referred to for the same
purpose, but it is deemed unnecessary at this time.
It is sufficient to say that, if those Executive and legislative acts
arc authorized by the Constitution, they arc at this moment the
law in South Carolina. In our wonderful and beautiful though
complicated system, not fully understood even among ourselves,
and quite unintelligiblo to most foreigners, it is as vitally important to the people to preserve unimpaired ler/timate State rights
as it is to protect and preserve inviolate the rights and powers of
the national Government. Occasionally a foreigner lias perfectly
., The question of the ~/feet of these proclamations is at this moment of great
practical importance, and will continue to be so till the Constitutional Amendment
as to ~laYery is adopted by twenty-seven Stntos. That this most desirable event
will occnr in the course of tho next yenr can hardly be doubted ; but as it may be
lon!l'el' dclnycd, it is not deemed out of plncu to add to this paper, by wny of appendix, the writer·s argument in favor of the constitutional Ynliclity of the proclflmation of September, l 8G2. An f1dclition11l reason for doing so is that that argument
received the corclial approbation of President Lincoln, and as every thing from his
pen since his martyrdom is no object of interest to his fellow- citizens, a copy of an
autograph letter recoivecl from him is also givcri. Thnt argument i'l reprinted
verbatim os rend by President Lincoln, in order thut it may be seen exactly of what
he spoke.
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clear and just concP.ptions on Lhis subject, and when he adds to
that accurate knO\Ylcdgc of our political system an enthusiastic
a<lmiration auu o. heartfelt love of our insti tutioni!, his ,icws are
entitled to tho highe,,t respect and consideration, and indeed should
have tho weight of authority. Of this class is the eminent and
excellent Du G:isparin. His words at this juncture cannot be too
deeply ponclcrcd, nor his warnings too carefully listened to by the
.American citizen. In his great work," America before Europe,"¾:·
he ~ays : " The independence of the States must be protected with
jealous care." "I counsel 110 measure that would not be strictly
constitutional. I should ha:ro g1·ossly eontradictctl myself if,
after having advi~cu ..1.mericans to preserve their institutions and
retain them at tho encl of the war as they were at its beginning,
I had urged them to viola.to them in their fundamental principle.
The liJJerty of llw 8TATES is no less important to he maintained
than the sove1·eignty ef tlte natio11. A reucllion hy tho South
against the Oon.~titulion should not be combated by a. similar
1·el,ellion \Jy tho X orth. The two ori~inal fcatul'C::1 of the American organization should neither pcrbh in tho furnace of civil war.
It will be glorious to sec the United States come out of it with
their local independence and thci1· national unity alike unimpaired."
Whatever momentary inconveniences may be suffered from a
rigid adherence to the fundamental doctrines (1.) that "no ~tate
can secede from tho Union, except by an amendment of the Constitution," (2.) that tho rights of the States as States must be
preserved imiolaLo ; whatever those inconvcuicnccs may be, a just
regard to the prcserrntion of tho Union and of tho Constitution
rc,p1ir~, that those doctrines lie steadily kept in Yiew·, and on
no pretence, in any degree, or in any manner, departed from. 'rhc
present condition of tho rebel States is simply this : The people
of those States were in rebellion against the Go\'crnmcnt, and
sought to destroy the Union by the overthrow of the Constitution i whilo in this conditio11, the performance of their <lutie:; and
the fulfillment of their obligations as members of the Union, wore
by their own act prevented, a.ml in ::i. constitutioual sen11e, their
State functions in that regard (that is as members of the Union)
• ·• .uncrica before Europe," pp. 362, 3G7, 3GB. lli~ other work," Tho Uprising of a Grc~t l'ooplo," contaius siruilnr wnruings.
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were in a condition of suspension. The Rebellion is now ended
in the only mode in ,vhich it could be ended, namely, by the
total destruction of its military power; and those States never
having been in a constitutional and legal sense out of the Union,
but their duties, obligations and privileges having been merely in
a condition of practical suspern,e for a season, and that snspcm,ion
1Jeing now terminated, they z)>iO facto, return to the folfillment of
tho~e duties and obligations, and to the enjoyment of those priYi•
loges. Without inaccuracy of language and without the danger
of the implication of erroneous ideas, "restoration" to the Union,
in a practical scnsP, may well be predicated of their present
conditio:1. The rm:ults which follow from this ,icw of the matter
arc simple, safe and intelligible.
Bear constantly in mind the fact, that the Constitution of tl1e
U nitcd States, and all constitutional acts of Congress and of the
Executive now z'n force, arc the su1n·eme law in each of those
States-and the further essential and indisputable fact, that there
is now, and there need never cease to be, in each of those States
abundant national military power to insure implicit obedience to
thaL Constitution and those acts.* And where then is the difficulty in this mode of "restoration?" All the civil officers of the
nation can safely perform their functions ; her judicial tribunals
can exercise their powers and carry into execution their decrees;
taxes, external and internal, can be assessed and collected, aud
c,cry national duty enforced. It has been demonstrated in n,
former part of this paper, tha,t the requisite military power abundantly exists. Is it said that any State (by way of example again,
South Carolina) will not perform its duty to itself by resuming
its internal State functions, either under its existing or under a
new constitution ; will not elect a go,·ernor or legislature, nor
appoint judicial and other ciYil officers, nor send memhers to
either branch of the national Congress? This, should it be the

* General Thomas, in a letter of llic 22cl of Mny, 1SG5, to the Legislature of
Tennessee, has well stated "·hat will be done by him and by our Genernh in every
rebel State. IIc says: "I am prepared to assidt the civil nuthorities in every
part of the State, both by MCuring the officers from personal violence when in the
execution of their office, in holding courts, etc., nnd assisting them to cnpture and
bring to trial nil persons who offer nrmell hostility to the State or national
Govcmmcnt, nm! will so assist the civil authorities of the State ns long ns the
national G o,ernmcnt nffords me the means of doing so,"
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fact, would be a truly anarcl1ial state of things ; and at least,
would indicate on the part of the people of that State, an utter
uisregard of all that the people of other States deem essential to
tl1cir comfort, safety and well being. Y ct of what imaginable
consequence woulu it be to the United St..'ttcs, so long as that
State (South Carolina) pays its taxes to the General Go,ernment,
interferes in no manner with the collection of the national duties
on imports at its seaports, and offers no obstruction to the due
and regular execution of the natioual laws through tlw national
judicial tribunal:;; ; in other words, so long as the Constitution
and laws of the Unitccl States arc fully operative? It has already
been shown that the 11ation has now, aml ncYer will cease to
ha,e, the full and effective means of enforcing obe(lience to the
national Constitution and h'-'l'S in any State that lias been in
rcuellion; and if obedience is not rendered ,oluntarily it can
and will be compelled. Again, if that State refuse,; or neglects
to appoint Senators or elect Rcprcscntath-cs to the national Congress, no harm is done to the nation; the State absnr<lly and
injuriously to itself throws away its privileges, but in so doing it inflicts no wound, not the slightest, on the nation ; the national Senato
and House arc couvcncd and organized as n:;ual, and pass laws ope·
rativo and binding alike on the people of CYcry State, that State
which chooses to be unrepresented and that which has its full
delegation in each IIouse. Suppose that the State of New York,
or of Illinois, in a fit of senseless passion, neglected or refused to
he reprcsentecl in Congrcs:::, the wheels of the national GoYcrnrnent would not thereby be arrested or even clogged for a moment
in their workings ; those States 'l>Onld render a voluntary or a
compulsory obedience to the laws of the nation, and the loss by
their wayward conduct would be to them as States and not to the
nation. The remarks, applied to South Carolina by way of illustration, of course, equally apply to CYcry State that has been in
rebellion ; and it is thus seen that all that concerns the United
States, the natwn, is, that obedience be rendered to her Co11st1bdion
and lazes, and that if any State choo,es to be in a domestic point
of viow, in a condition of anarchy, and secs fit to dcprirc itself of
its rightful power and influence in the national councils, the detriment under our wise and beautifully dm·ised system is confined to
that State, is local and territorial, and in no degree, not even the
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least, extends to the nation, or in any manner affects its power or
prosperity, or retards its resistless onwarcl-progress. But will
South Carolina, will any State thus stultify itself? Will she
dep1fre herself of tho countless blessings of a well-ordered State
Government; introduce domestic anarchy and cliscord; cast away
her right of representation in tho Legislature of the country ?
Why should 8110? Xo moti,e can be imagined for a cour:;o so
suicidal and of such unmixed ab8urdity and folly; and it may
well be believed that the world will nOYCr be called on to witness
a spectacle 80 miseralJle and so revolting.
It is manifc,t from tho foregoing consideration that the great
duty of the Government of the Union under existiug circumstances
is, first : To adopt sure and unfailing measures to obtain ohedience in every State and in every section of every State to the
national Constitution aud laws; to permit no violations of duty
and no departures from loyalty to the Union by any man or any
set of men ; to tolerate 11owhero any thing calculated or intended
to presor,·e or foster the infernal spirit that led to the Rebellion
-but on tho rontrary to ndopt and pursue practically all such
measures as will extir1,au that. spi,·it Jot m~r. .As has already been
suggested, to accompli:,h these ncces::ary and indispensable ends
military force may, for a season (longer or shorter, according to
tho 1eill of that peoplt-), be absolutely requisite; and, as has nlso
been stated, this great nntion has now, and always can lu.\YO that
force to tho utmost required extent.
A second and an equally solemn and imperatiyo cluty of the
national GoYernment, is to presen-c inviolate the rights guaranteed to the /.,'tal1·~ by the national Constitution. Among those
rights, confc~:;etlly arc: (1.) Tho right to hnvo such constitution and such laws for their interior antl domestic government as
they soc fit, subject only to tho condition that tho" form of go,erument 11 shall, in the language of tho national Constitution be
"republican."
(2.) 'fhe right to prci::cribe the qualifications of electors, that is,
who !>hall antl who shall not posse:;s tho elective franchise. It is
,cry clear that witl1out an amendment of the national Con~titutiou, tho national GoYcrnment cannot interfere in this matter.
But practically speaking, that Government has, under tho Constitution, the full po,,~cr to protect itself against any improper or
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injurious exercise of that power hy the people of a State, for, first,
each Ilouse is " the juuge" of tho qualifications of its own members, and thus can refuse admission to all deemed unsuital,lc or
unworthy; and second, each Hou~e has the power of ox1mbion of
member;;. 'l'hus, if the Legislature or the electoral body in any
State were so composed as to scntl to the Senate or the House of
Representafo-es a man dangerous to the Union, he coultl be refused
a seat or could be deprived of it, if admitted. This is a perfect
practical ~afcguard so far as tlie nation is couccrned.
It is very clear from the foregoing considerations, thaL there is
no lawful or constitutional mode in which the question of " negro
suffrage 11 can be controlled or decided hy the national Gm·crnment; the sooner tl1is fact is understood and appreciated, and
acted on by all, tho sooner will there 1,o a real and cffcctiYo
pacification and harmony throughout the land. Some regard tho
extension of the elective franchi:;c to the black equally with the
<I\Yhite as vitally e;:~cntial to the peace and well-being of the
country. If this view is conceded to be correct, it is hoped tlmt
none entertaining it would desire to attain their ends at the cost
of a. t·1olation of the Co11stitutio11. But if there arc such, they
form lmt an inconsiderable class of impracticable enthusiasts.
The people resolYc, and will take care, that the Constitution, the
ark of our !'afcty, be preserved wholly and ab~olutcly from uesccration. How then is this extension of suffrage, if admitted to
be of the very highest importance, to be obtained? There are
but two modes. ]fo·st : An amendment of the Constitution in the
mode prc!<cribed by it~clf. Second : A s£catly per~e\'crance in
the work of the" reconstruction of society" in tho~e State;:, and
the consequent extinction there of the "spirit of the Rebellion,"
and the substitution in its place of the Yiews, feelings antl dispositions suited to the" new" stale of things.
That this latter result, required as it is by the plainc:-t and
most persuasirn considerations, can and will he cffcctc<l has, it is
lielim·c<l, already been shown in this paper ; and when effected,
it is certain that this ~uhject (of' Negro suffrage) will receh·e the
mo:;t mature and cnli:.rhtcncd con:-itleration, autl will he di~po~e1l
of in Htch manner as philanthropy, humanity arnl the bc~t iuU·re;;ts
of civilization and of the count1·y rc'luirc. H is not a'' whisper
of fancy" nor a '· phantom of hope" to belic\'c and to n~,ci•t, that
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at an early period we sl1all witness such a "reconstruction of
society" in the relJd States as is portrayed in tho preceding
page;;; and, ns is l>cyond doubt, ill(l1°;;pen,Rr1ble to the present liar·
mony and tho fulnrc safety of the Rcpul,lic. Let all who look
with timid apprchen;;ion or gloomy foreboding at the prc"cnt
state and the immediate future of Southern ~ocicty remember
tl10~c facts.
(1.) That the military force of the nation is, and will continue
to lie, fu]ly adequate in every portion of ever~· rehel State to
preserve perfect pence and order; to suppress all exhibitions, by
wonl 01· deed, of disloyalty to the country; to in~ure entire safety
to the judicial tribunals of the l;nion in the performance of their
functions, and to secure perfect rc,;pcct and implicit olJedicnce to
their judgments; to enable all civil, mini~tcrial and other officers
of the Government to execute their duties, such as al"~e~sors and
collectors of internal taxe~, census enumerator~, commh;sioncrs o(
confbcated estates, marshals, officrrs of the customs.

(2.) That there is and always has been a." leaven" of loyalty in
CYery rebel State," hich, though not sufficient to "leaven the whole
lnmp/' will ma.terinlly aid now in all works requisite for socia.l
"rcconstructiou" mul political" restoration."
(3.) The horrors of the last four years of wai· and of a despotism tyrannical and scYerc beyond prccet1cnt, render the great bulk
of the people of that region not only willing but anxious to enjoy
once more the Llcssings of peace, security and liberty.

(-!.) The most obtuse and the most pr~judicecl rebel mind cannot fail to HCC in tho/acts of these four years tho most overwhelming c\'ideuec of his g1·oss delusion in every important particular
as to tho clmracler of his brethren of the North.

(5.) Self-interest, that great motor in human action. most palpably and most imperiously dcmamls of those people a full antl
honest acquiescence in the "new" state of things; it demands of
them a conr~" of conduct which will at the earliest moment rcmo,·c from among them the last remaining soldier oft.ho Repnblic,
and will place them as their fellow-citizen:; of the North arc plncctl,
in the perfect fruition of all the privileges of thi~, "the hest GOY·
crmncnt in the world."
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(6.) Let us all duly estimate the transcendent influence of afree
p1•ess and of free SJ)Cecli, with which that portion of the Republic

is now, for the first time in its history, to be blessed, and by which
it is to be instructed, elevated and refined.
(7.) Consider, too, the genuine brotherly feeling toward the
people of the rebel States which pervades the universal North;
no one among us is actuated by a spirit of revenge ; no one calls
for indiscriminate punishment, all desire and demand amnesty,
except in a comparatively small number of cases, where the stern
demands of justice and a due regard to the future safety of the
Union require exemplary punishment and the necessity of which
will be conceded alike by those people themselves, by us and by
the eiYilizcd world. Who can estimate the kindly and emphatic
influence on the people of the South of this generous, forgiving,
fraternal feeling so universal at the North I
(8.) Commercial and business relations in all their diversified
ramifications arc fast being resumed between the two sections.
What a bond of unity and concord is this I and how powerfully
will it contribute not to "restore" matters to tlteir old condition,
but to create an infinitely better and happier personal and social
intercourse between them and us.
(9.) Beyond question, the rebel States will hereafter be freed
from the noxious presence of many a "slave aristocrat," many "a
fire•eater," many a disturber of the harmony of the country: this
will, indeed, be a great boon, and few, very few will be found to
shed a single tear over the voluntary or involuntary expatriation
of such persons; scarcely any" so poor as to do them reverence."
(10.) The large addition that will almost immediately be made
to the population of each of those States by citizens from the non·
slaveholding States and by emigrants from the rnrious couutties
of Europe, will subserve a highly useful purpose in the great matter of the " reconstruction of society," and the consequent preparation of the citizens of those States to perform well their duties
as citizens of a Republic, in which a political and social aristocracy,
founded on Negro slavery, will no more be known for ever.
To a community thus 1·egenerated, all questions affecting the
public weal, the rights of the citizen, whether black or white, and
especially the great right of suffrage, may safely be committed.
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Let it not be said that this regeneration may be long deferred or
may ncYer occur, for while it is belie,ed certain that neither of
the"c a~~crtions will be verified by results, there can be no mistake
in Raying that patriotirn1 and an enlightened love of the Union
plainly declare, that the fabification e,en of those predictiou::i
would be attained at too cosily a price by any, CYCn the smallest,
1:iolotio,1 of the Constitution.

.APPENDIX.

Ext:CUTlYE :ll.\:SSIO::i, ,Y.\SUl:XOTO:X,

CnARLF.S

P.

KIRKLAND,

])cc. 7, 1802,

BsQ., Kew York:

I have just rcceiYed, anu hastily read, your publisheJ letter
to the Hon. BgNJ.AMIN R. Cunr1s; under the circumstances, I
may not be the most competent jwlgc, but it appears to me to
be a paper of great ability, and for the country's Eakc, more
than my own, I thank you for it.
Your::, Yery truly,
A. LIXCOLN.

To

THE

IIo~oRA.BL"E

BEXJAML.'f

JusTICE OF THE SUPREME

R. CunTrs,

Coun·r

OF TUE

LATE

UxITED

AssocrArs
STATES.

I propose respectfully, but with perfect frankness, to review
your recently published pamphlet on the subject of the President's
"Emancipation Proclamation" of September 22d, 1862.
This would have been done at an earlier day, but it is only very
recently that I first saw the pamphlet.
It is to be regretted that, regarding-as you profess to dothis proclamation and that of the 24th of the same month,
as fr-aught with peril to your countrymen, you did not treat them
separately. They differ radically and essentially in subject and in
intent. The one is limited in its application to the rebel States,
the other applies equally there and here. The one involves ultimate results and consequences of the most important and enduring
character; the other is, in its very nature, temporary. The one
gives 1·ise to considerations of a kind wholly different from, and
irrelevant to, the other ; yet your pamphlet so confuses them together, that it is quite difficult, if not impossible, to discover what,
in your view, is the distinguishing fatal error of each. Justice to
the subject, which you declare to be of such momentous import;
justice to the Ilead of this great nation, whose acts you arraign as
bordering on, if not actually amounting to, the cri'me of usurpation; justice to the elevated position you so recently occupied,
required that you should at least have pointed out separately,
distinctly, and in the most lucid manner, the grounds on which
you base a charge of such magnitude. Instea<l of that, we have
here (to use a legal term with which you arc familiar) a complete
"hotch-potch." '.rhese different and distinct matterg arc thrown
indiscriminately together; and, in many instances, no ingenuity
can determine whether your argument, your illustrations, your
deprecatory expressions, apply to the one proclamation or to the
other. But at present I shall, so far as I can, ascertain from your
pamphlet the specific complaints you make as to the "emancipation proclamation," and, if I err in attributing to you allegations

as to thi5, which you intended solely for the other, my error will,
I tru"t, fiml nu apology in the mode you have adopted of trenting
the two subjects.
Before going further, I may be pardoned for imitating your
example, and snying a word personal to myself. In some cs.seutial
particulars, I stand in the same position you state yourself to
occupy. I, like you, "am a member of 110 political party." "I
withdrew,'' as you did, "some years ago, from all such connections." I hnvc generally, however, exercised my privilege as one
of the electoral bouy; and at the last presidential election I voted
against the present incumbent, and at the last State senatorial election I voteu for the Democratic c.·mdidate in my district.
I, like you, "have no occasion to listen to the exhortations now
so frequent to divest myself of party ties, and act for my country."
I, too, "have nothing but my country for which to act i11 public
affair:;," and with me, too, "it is solely because I have tltat yet
remaining, and know not but it may be possiule to F-ay something
to my countrymen, which may aid them to form right conclusions
in these dark and dangerous times, that I now (through you)
address them," and make the effort to aid them in "forming
right conclu,-ions" as to your views, and the subject of which
you treat. Thus, my work, like yours, is purely "a work of
love."
It may not be amiss to say, that there arc, in fact, but two parties
in our country; one tlrnt is for the country, the other that is against
the country. To the former belong the vast majority of the Democratic party and the vast majority of the Republican party, and the
few (alas! so few) Unionist,- of the South; to the latter belong the
fanatical abolitionists in the Republican party, the rebel syinpathizers in the Democratic party and the Hebels of the South. 1ro
the pnrty of my country bL•long, I say, the, great majority of both
the Democratic and the H1•publican parties; in other words, the
vast inajority of the "People" of the United States-I say so,
because I cannot be per::iu,\ded that that majority, by whate\'er
party name the indiYi<luals composing it may be called, arc insensible to the blcs::iings of the form of government undt'r which they
live, unaware and ignorant of the indiRpensablc importance of the
preservation of the Union to their existence as a nation-forgetful,
basely, ungratefully forgetful, of the heroic struggles and sacrifices
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of their Rcvolntionnry fathcrs-dcnf and dcarl to tbc earnest pnternal farewdl advice and wamings of ·washington, lost to nll sense
of patriofo;m and of public virtue. And as to the millions from
other lands, who arc now "of us and with 11~, 11 who have sought
and found shelter and protection and happiness in our Temple of
Liberty, and who with such gallantry have recently fought the
battles of "The United St:ites of .America," and who individually
belong to the Democratic or the Republican parties, I cannot believe that these men, whether as individuals they may be called
Democrats or Republicans, will ever consent to the o,·erthrow of
tl1at Temple, or to the breaking up of those "Uni"ted States.'' But
notwithstanding this perfect conviction of mine, it is nevertheless,
as you say, not out of place for you or for me, or for any others
who choose to underfakc the task, to "say something that may aid
our countrymen to form right conclusions in these clarl~ arnl dangerous·• (as you call them) "times. 11
'I'hesc words, "dark and dangerous," in the connection in which
you use them, lead me to say another preliminary word before
coming directly to your argnment.
These words assure me, that you belong to that class of men
among us, not large in number, but sometimes influential in position, who, from natural temperament aucl disposition, or from
aversion to strife of all kinds, or from a want of proper appreciation
of the real charackr of this rebellion, (I think chiefly from the latter cause,) honestly labor under a fcmful distrust or a gloomy foreborling as to the result of the impending contest for the preservation of our glorious government and of our blessed Union. I do
not belong to that class qf men. I do not now believe, fear, nor
apprchern1, and never for a moment have believed, fearecl or
apprehended that a crime, such as this rcbdlion, a crime ngainst
the Almighty and against humanity, wholly without a parnllcl for
enormity in the world's history, ancl the iniquity of which can
scarcely be cxprcs.~ed in any language known to us, I do not, I say,
believe tlrnt such a crime will be permitted to he carried to a successful end, so long as " God sitteth on the tbrone judging the right,"
nor until 'l'ruth shall cease to prev~,il over CITvr, r.-as,m to triumph
over delusion, and Hight to overcome wrong.* Ou the contrary, I
• In spenkini( of the

erimf. of thi• rebellion, the differl·nce in a 1uornl point or \"iew

between the ltadi119 conspirawrs and the bo,.ly o/111, J~"J>lc of the ::-:oulh en;agc,1 in it
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look with a clear faith and a cheerful confidence to the termination
of this rebellion at no remote period, and to such a termination as
will show to an admiring and approving world that this government, confessedly the most beneficent, is at the same time the most
firm and enduring to be found on earth.
To proceed to the examination of your argument:
The first observation I have to make is, that throughout your
paper you treat the proclamation substantially as if it were a proclamation of absolute emancipation in the rebel States; that is, were
it such a proclamation, your argument would be in substance the
same it now is.
.A.gain, in your copy of it, you entirely omit the clause in reference to compensation; and it will be found that a portion, and no
immaterial portion, of your argument, is based on the non-exist.
ence of the conditfrmal and compensawry parts of the proclamation,
It is very clear, that a proper regard to truth and fairness woukl
have required a conspicuous place in your paper for these two distinguishing features.
With these omitted or practically concealed, you could by no
possibility attain the object you profess, namely, " the aiding your
countrymen in forming right conclusions."
A fatal error underlying your whole argument is, that in substance and effect you treat and argue this matter precisely as you
would have done had there been no rebellion and no war; had the
country been at peace; had you prepared and published your
views in November, 1859, (if a similar proclamation had been then
issued.) You throw the veil of oblivion over the last two years;
you ignore the events that have occurred during that period and
the state of things existing in the country on the 22d of September, 1862.
Though you wholly disregard it in your argument, yet you
forcibly describe the statu.s of the country on the day of its date.
should C11refully be kept in view. The fo,·mer are to be execrated, the latter to be

puwd; and while the prnctical effects of the wickedness of the one and of the delu-

sions of the other, combined in action as they are, are the same, yet we arc neYer to
cease to draw the moral dislincti<>,i just mentioned. .Any one who desires to know
the secret and real causes of the Rebellion, the motives and ends of the arch-conspirators
who originated it, will be gratified and instructed by a perusal of the article entitled
"Slavery and Nobility w. Democracy," in the July number, 1862, of tlie Continental
Momhly.

{
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You say, "The war in which we are engaged is ajust and necessary
war. It must be prosecuted with the whole force of this government, till the military power of the South is broken and they
submit themselves to their duty to obey and our right to have them
obey the Constitution of the United States as the supreme law of
the land." You thus affirm that, at the date of that proclamation,
we were and now arc engaged in a war, a just and ne,cessary wara war that must be carrie,d to a successful termination by the exercise
of the whole force and power of the government. You might justly
have added, that it is a war infinitely worse, on the part of the
rebels who caused it, than a war with any foreign nation could be,
in its inception; in the mode of its conduct by the rebels ; in
the motives of its originators, and the ends sought to be accomplished by it. It was then by necessary consequence a war, in
which all the means-and more than the means-we might legitimately resort to in a forei,gn war might and ought to be used and
rendered available to the utmost practicable extent consistent with
the rules of civilized warfare.
What, then, if we were at war with a foreign nation immediately
on our borders, and that nation had within its bosom millions of
slaves? Can any one, versed in the slightest degree in the principles of the law of nations and the laws of war, for a moment
doubt our right to declare and proclaim freedom to those slaves, in
case that nation did not discontinue that war within a prescribed
period?
It may be asked what would be the utility, the practi'calness of
such a proclamation ? I answer in your own words, " I do not
propose to <liscuss the question whether this proclamation can have
any practical effect on the unhappy race to whom it refers, nor what
its practical consequences would be on them and on the whit,e popu- •
latwn of the United States." You discuss and I discuss simply
the constitutional right and power of the President, under existing
fact,s, to issue that proclamation.
'\Vc, in this discussion, are to assume that, in the contingency
stated in i~ it will go into actual operation as intended. Then
we are to inquire what the practical effect of its thus going into
adual operation would be, not on the black nor the white race,
but on the war the rebels have declared and are carrying on. It
requires but a very limited knowledge of facts to answer this in-
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quiry. If any one fact is demonstrated with perfect clearne~s in
this contest thus far, it is, that tbe slaves in the States in rrbcllion
have furnished to those States means indispensaUe to them for carrying on and sustaining the contest on their part.* Without the
agricultural and domestic labor of the slaves, tens of tbous:mds of
whites, who have been and now are in the rebel army, could not
have been withdrawn from the cultivation of the ground, and the
various other pursuits requisite to the supply, for that whole
region, of the actual necessaries of life. Without the sla,ves, their
numerous and extensive earthworks, fortifications, and the like,
their immen!'lC transportation of military stores and munitions, a
vast amount of labor in camps and on marches, (to say nothing of
the actual service as soldiers, said in many instances to have
• Thousands of illustrations of the truth of this statement might be given. Take
this one: On tho second day of Xovember, 1862, Gov. Brown, of Georgis, "Comm:i.ndcr-in-Chicf," bsued thi~ t'llicL:

To tl1~ Planteri of Georgia :
Rince my late appcnl to some of you, I am informed by nl'ig.-Gen. M1:ncr.n, commanding nt Savnnnnh, that but few hands have been tendcr1!d. "'hen the impressments tnrulc by Gen. )forcer, ,01ne wcck3 sinrc, were loudly complained of, it w:,.s
gcncrnlly said that, while the planter, ohjccte<l to the principle of imprc.,smcnt:1, they
would promptl,· furnish all thc labor needed, if nu appeal were mndc to them. I nm
informt~l that Gen . .Mercer now hns ample authority to make impressment~. If, then,
a sunlcicnt supply of labor is not tendered within ten days from this date, be will resort
immediately to thnt means of prot•uring it with my full sanction, and I doubt not with
Ure i<,\IICtion of tho General As,cmblv.
• \fu-r you bani he<•n reprote,lly notified of the 11b8olute ncc<'!sity for more labor to
complete the fortifit·ations adjuclgt-d by the milit11ry 11uthoritics in command to he indisp,·nsalJle to the clcfcnce of the key to the State, will you cl~lay 11etion till you nrc comJX'llcd to contrilJutc means for thl' protection, not only of 1111 your slaYe"i buL of your
home~, your firt•sid1•s nnd your altms?
I "ill not bclic\'C that there wa; a want of ~inccrity in your professions of liberality
an,! patriotism when many of ~·ou thrcateneil resistance to impressment upon principle,
awl not becau,c ~-ou were unwilling to aid the r,m,c with your mc11ns.
I renew the c,11 for ncgrocs to <'omplete the fortific,Hions urountl Savannah, nnd tru~t
that t•Ycry plunt,•r in Georgia will respond by a prompt tender of one-fifth of all his
wol'ldng men.
•\• stated in my former appcnl, the General in command will accept the number
actu ..Uy necd~-d.

JOSEPII E. BROWS.

The Governor, it will be s~cn, calls for "one-fifth of nil tho working (sln,·c-~) men."
Tho ~lave population in Georgia, in 1860, exceeded 462,000; it is not nn cxaggcratr.d
c;;timntc, that one in •i-<: of tlu1t population i8 a "working mnn ;'' this onc-,hth i~ more
than 77,l)()(l, and one-fifth of that number is upwards of 15,000. The call is therefore
for 1;;,000 "working men," nnd this too in a single St11tc, and for a limited purpo•e. And yet we have not tho right to try to render nnavnilable to the "enemy"
this powerful force !
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been rendered by slaves,) could by no possibility have been ac•
complished.
The intent and design of the proclamation, its actual effect, if it
has its int.ended operation, is to forever deprive the " enemy,, of
this vital, absolutely essential, and, as I have just said, frulispensable,
means of can-ying on the war. In reason, in common-sense, in na•
tional Jaw, in the law of civilized war, what objection can exist to
our using our power to attain an end so just, so lawful, an<l I may
say so beneficent and so humane, as thus depriving our "enemy"
of his means of warfare? I do not believe that you, on more
mature reflection, will deny the truth of what I have just stated.
But you say, " grant that we have this power and this right,
they cannot be exercised by the President, u and for the exercise of
this power, he is charged by you with "usurpation."
.A. few considerations will show the fallacy, the manifest unsoundness and error of your views and arguments on this point. I
may, in the first place, remark that the very title of your pamphlet,
"Executive Power," is a "delusion and a snare." The case does
not give rise to the investigation of the President's "executive
power." The word "executive,, manifestly and from the whole
context of the Constitution, has reference to the civil power of the
President, to his various civil duties as the head of the nation, in
"seeing that the laws are executed"-to bis duties in time of
peace, though of course the same "executive" duties still continue in time of war; but to them, in that event, are superadded
others, which, in no just or proper sense, can be termed "executive," but which pertain to him in time of war as "Commander-inChief." These latter duties are provided for by the letter and by
the spirit of other provisions of the Constitution, by the very nature and necessity of the case, by the first law of nature and of
nations, the law of self-pi·eservatwn. What is the meaning and intent of the constitutional direction to the President, "that he shall
preserve, protect, and defend tlie Constitution," unless in time of war,
he can do so in his capacity of "Commander-in-Chief," unless in
time ofwar he shall have the power to adopt and c,ury out as t,o the
enemy such measures as the laws of war justify, and as he may
deem necessary? Is the Constitution designed to do away these
laws, and render them inapplicable to our nation-in other words,
is the Constitution a felo de se '! It cannot be denied, that in time
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of war, at least, the President, while in a civil sense the "exec•
utivc," is at the same time the military head of the nation-" tho
Command!r-in-Cbief"-and as such Ii-is "command" is necessarily
coextensive with the country.
I cannot, on this point, quote anything more true and more apposite tlmn a paragraph of your own. "In time of war, without
any special legislation, the (our) Oommander-in-Ohief is lawfully empowered by the Constitution and laws of the United States to do whatever is necessary ancl is sanctwned by the laws of war to accomplish the
lawful o"bj'ects of liis command."
This is, undoubtedly, the constitutional law of the land, and
being so, it of necessity upsets and overturns all your objections to
the proclamation in question. The "lawful object" of the President at this moment is to preserve the Constitution by putting an
end to this rebellion. In order to do this, it is necessary to cleprive
the rebels of their means of sustaining the rebellion-one of the
most effective and available of those means, as just shown, is their
slaves; the intent and object of the proclamation arc to deprive
them of those means. The so dcpri ving them " is sanctioned by
the laws of war," and, consequently, this act of the President is,
within your own doctrine, perfectly legal and constitutional.
The same argument which you make against presidential power
was made in Cross v. IIarrison, 16 Howard, 164, in the Supreme
Court of the United States, in a case occurring during, and arising
out of, our war with Mexico, in the judgment in which case you,
as one of the Justices of that Court, concurred. In that case the
President, without any specific provision in the Constitution without any law of Congress preexisting or adopted for the occasion, created a civil government in California, established a war
tariff, and (by his agents) collected duties. The Court held that
these acts (to use their own language) "were rightful and constitutional, though Congress had passed no law on the subject;"
that " those acts of the President were the exercise of a belligerent
ri,ght; that they were according to the law of arms and right on
the general principles of war and peace." Who will allege, that the
acts of the President on that occasion were not, to say the least, as
unauthorized by the Constitution and the law as his proclamation
in the present case? And yet you did not dissent from the judgment of the Court, yo 1 did not speak of those acts as acts of
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"Executive" power, for the term would have been there, as it is
here, wholly inapplicabl~; you did not then charge tbe President
with usurpation. The whole case there was, a.-, it is here, a case
arising out of belligerent rights and duties, out of a state of war;
and the President's acts were there, as here, not in contradiction to,
and disparagement of, the Constitution, but consistent therewith on
the great ground that the Constitution nowhere repeals, but, on tho
contrary, from tho necessities of its own existence and preservation,
recognizes tho laws of wa1· in a state of war. Similar authorities in
abundance might be cited, but it would be a work of supererogation.
It may not be amiss, however, to refer in this connection to tho
honored n:1me of John Quincy Adams, on the very point now in
question, namely, the constitutional right of the President to issue
this proclamation.
No citizen of this land will deny to Mr. .A.dams as perfect an
acquaintance with the spirit and nature of our institution::-, as
minute a knowledge of the provisions, expressed and implied, of
the Constitution, and as ardent a desire to proscn·e them in their
purity, as were ever possessed by any man living or dead. Ile
was distinguished, too, for the most delicate moral sense, the purest
integrity, and the deepest conscientiousness. I think no man who
has taken an official oath ever felt a more earnest and constant
desire on no occasion to violate it. Now, Mr. Ada.ms, while a
member of the House of Representatives, in a debate in the Ilouse,
on an important subject, in April, 1842, after stating that slavery
was abolished in Columbia, first by the Spanish General Murillo,
and secondly by the American General Bolivar, by virtue of a
military command given at the heacl of the army, and that its abolition continued to this day, declares that "in a state of actual war
the l,a,ws of wa1· take precedence over civil laws and municipal
insti~utions. I lay this down as the law of nations. I say that the
military authority takes for the time the place of a11 municipal institutions, slavery among the rest, and that under that state of
things, so far from its being true that the States, where slavery
exists, have the exclusive management of the subject, not only the
President of the United States, but the (subordinate) commander
of the army has tlie power t,o ol'cler the emctncipatinn qf the slaves."
This is the " true saying" of a great constitutional lawyer, a pure
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patriot, a conscientious man-indeed, I doubt whether any man in
this country, whose position entitles his opinions to any consideration, will be found to concur in your views. They are not a<lopted
-indeed, they are repudiated by the most prominent leader of the
Democratic party. Thus, Mr. John Van Buren (in a speech before
the Democratic Union .Association of the city of New-York, on
tbe 10th of November instant) said: "I never said anything in
reference to that proclamation except that it was a matter of questionable expediency. I have never deemed it imconstitutwnal. I
have never even asserted that, as a wa1· measure, it might not have
been expedient." It would seem idle to add more in demonstrution
of the clear, unquestionable power of the President (I may say, of
his solemn duty) "as commander-in-chief," in the exercise of a
military power, "during a state of war," to issue the proclamation
in question.
The ground of objection you most prominently put forth is,
indce<l, extraordinary, and, without offence, I trust I may say mon•
strous. It is no more nor less than this: "The persons who are
the subjects of this proclamation arc held to service by the 'laws qf
the Staws in which they reside, enacted by State authority." "This
proclamation by an executive decree proposes to repeal and annul
valid Stale laws, which regulate the domestic relations of their
people," and this "as a punishment against the entire people of a
State by reason of the criminal conduct of a governing majority of
its people." Never was more error, gross, palpable, grievous, found
in a single brief paragraph. Mark the existing state of things.
These "States" are each and every of them in rebellion against
their country and their Government; they are waging against
it the most bloody and relentless war ; they totally condemn and
repudiate the Constitution of their country ; they deny that it
bas any, the least, authority over them; they a.re making almost
superhuman efforts to overthrow and destroy it; the people, as
individuals, and the States in their corporate, municipal capacities,
go hand in hand together in this awful work, and yet you claim
for them the rotectwn of that very Constitution ; you claim the inviolability of their Stat,e laws under that Constitution. You claim
that those laws are "valid'' and operative, and are to shield and
protect, aid and a1:-sist them in their unhnllowcd attempt to destroy
their country! ! It is difficult to imagine under what hallucination
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you were laboring when you gave utterance to those sentiments.
The bare statement of the case must carry to every sane mind,
North :.ind South, the instant refutation of your propositions. The
very rebels themselves, to whom you offer the protection of the
"Constitution," would, with wrathful indignation, spurn the offer.
You speak of the proclamation as a "threatened penalty"as " a punishment to the entire people of a State . . . . . . . . by
reason of the criminal conduct of a governing majority of the
people."
I have already shown, satisfactorily I trust, that the act of the
President partakes in no sense of the character of a "penalty" or
"a punishment," but is simply the exercise of his constitutional
power, in a time of war, to devise and adopt and carry out against
the enemy such measures as he may judge to be for the good of
his country; for the defeat of that enemy, and for the successful and speedy ending of "the war." You draw a distinction,
unheard of, I imagine, till announced by you, a distinction between the "people of a State," and the "governing majority"
of that people; a distinction, too, which is to operate, in a time of
war, against the party with whom that "State" is at war I I I
venture to say, that no writer on the law of nations, no judicial
tribunal, no intelligent man, has up to this hour believed or stated
that, in the case of foreign war above supposed, the "governing
majority" was not to all legal and all practical purposes, "tho
State." Were the United States at war with any foreign powera war sanetionecl by the "governing majority," (as our war of
1812,) but a war which you and others (a minority) wholly disapproved ; and that foreign power adopted some war measure
which would operate on "the entire people" of the United States,
could you and your associates of the minority, on any principle
of law, military or civil, of justice, of reason, or of mercy, claim
exemption from the effects of that measure ? The case supposed
is precisely the case as it now exists between the "United States
of .America" on the one hand, and the " Rebel States and people"
on the other.
.Again, you state as a serious, if not conclusive objection to the
proclamation, that "it is on the slaYes of loyal persons or of
those who from their t,ender years, or other disability, cannot be
either disloyal or otherwise, that the proclamation is to operate.''

1-!

Have your countrymen at this hour, to learn for the first time
that the "sun shines alike on the just and on the unjust," that
storms and whirlwind overwhelm at the same time the righteous
and the wicked, and that the calamities of war, from the very necessity of the case, fall indiscriminately on the innocent and the
guilty, the strong and the helpless, on those of mature and those
of" tender years"? But as to this last objection, itlacks one material quality, namely, foundation in fact. That part of the proclamation which you have so strangely, as observed above, omitted,
provides for the case of the very persons for whom your sympathies arc excited. It pledges to them compensation. I say
"pledges," for it declares "that the Executive will n1 due time
recommend that all persons who have remained loyal (of course
including in its spirit those who from tender years, or otherwise,
were incapable of being disloyal) shall be compensated for all losses
by acts of the United States, including the "loss of slaves." No
future Congress of the United States will be so lost to all sense
of honor and obligation as not to pass, and no future President
so degraded as not to approve, a bill redeeming this solemn and
sacred "pledge" of the Head of the nation.
Again, you advert in no part of your argument to the vital fact
that this proclamation is not absolute and unconditional, but that it
depends even for its existence practically on the acts and will of the
rebels themselves. If they so elect, 1·t i,; never t,o go int,o operatwn,
and they have abundant time to make that election, namely, from
the 22d of September, 1862, to the 1st of January, 1863. But
your argument, i'n all £ts essmtial particulars, would have been just
the same as you now address it to your fellow-citizens, if this proclamation bad been absolute, had declared universal emancipation,
to go into effect on the day of its date, and (as already remarked)
had not provided compensation to the loyal, and had been issued
in a time of profound peace.
You profess, in your argument, simply to examine " the nature
and extent, and the asserted source of the power by which it is
claimed that the issuing of this proclamation was authorized ;" and
it was "for the purpose of saying something to your countrymen
to aid them in forming right conclusions," that yon 'reluctantly
addressed them." The policy, the expediency, the utility, the
practical effects, per se, of the proclamation, you say, you do not
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"propose to discuss," yet you intimaf.e, that by means of this proclamation, if executed, "scenes of bloodshed and worse than
bloodshed are to be passed through," and you express, in nounequivocal manner, a doubt "as to the lawfulness, in any Christian
or civilized land, of the use of such means (t.hat is, this proclamation) to attain any end." You intimate, too, that "a servile war
is to be invoked to help twenty millions of the white race to assert
the rightful authority of the Constitution and laws of their country." All these direful forebodings are put forth in half a dozen
lines, certainly not to "aid your fellow-citizens in forming right
conclusions," but through their sympathies and their fears to induce the concurrence of their reason in your views as to the power
to do the act in question. These "givings out" of yours require
a passing notice.
In the first place, where is your authority for the allegations as
to "scenes of bloodshed and a servile war?" I am not an abolitionist, nor a believer in the social and political equality of the black
and white races, (though I have an opinion on the subject of the
effect of the institutwn of slavery on the white man and white
woman, who have been nurtured under its influence, and on the
question of the compatibility of the institution with a republican
form of government.) I am even called by some a pro-slavery
man. Yet I see no "scenes of bloodshed," no "servile war," in
the event of the practical carrying out of this proclamation. This,
however, is a mere matter of speculation and opinion, and while I
freely concede your right to entertain your own, I claim my right
to entertain mine. Our means of forming our opinions are the
same; we both have the same lights, and the result alone can show
which of us is right.
But, in the next place, assuming the consequences to be fust such
as you imagine, who is responsible for those consequences? They
cannot come, as you will admit, if the rebels return to thei'r all.egi'ance; if they cease their unhallowed efforts to overthrow their
government ; if they become dutiful citizens. If they do not, it
is not your fault nor mine, nor that of our fellow-citizens, nor of
the President, nor of the government of the United States-it is
solely, wholly, unquestionably their own.
Again, you look with evident heartfelt horror at the events which
you thus contemplate. Have you no horror, no tears of sympathy,
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no "bowels of compassion," when you reflect on the multitudes, the
thousands of valuable loyal lives lost, homes grief.stricken, parents
rendered childless, and children rendered orphans ; the desolation
and misery of whole neighborhoods, to say nothing of the enormous material destruction caused to citizens of the loyal States in
. this wax-a war on our part, as you say, "so just and necessary,"
and on the part of the rebels so wicked, so wanton, so utterly
causeless, and so wholly unjustifiable? Though no man of humanity could look with other than deep distress on the " scenes of
bloodshed," and the "servile war," you imagine, (should they be•
come realities,) surely it cannot be believed, that the amount of.
distress and suffering, that would thus ensue, would equal - it
surely cannot surpass - the distress and suffering that have already been endured by the loyal citizens of this republic in consequence of this rebellion.
You doubt the" lawfulness," in this Christian and civilized land,
of the use of such means (as this proclamation) to atta.in any end.
And bas it come to this, that a distinguished citizen of the republic
doubts whether a proclamation emancipating the slaves in those
States which shall be in rebellion on the first of January next,
may not be "used as the means" "to attain the end" (granting that
it may thereby be attained) of ending this war of rebellion, and thus
of saving our Constitution, our government, our Union, and of
still preserving for ourselves and for coming generations, here and
elsewhere, the only real Temple of civil and religious liberty in
which men can worship on earth? You speak of "lawfulness" in
this connection rather in a moral than in any other sense; the right
and power in a legal and constitutional sense, to issue this proclamation has aheady been demonstrated.
In a document intended, "after study and reflection," "to aid
the citizens of this republic to form a right conclusion" on matters
of surpassing magnitude and solemnity - matters imperilling their
very liberties, as you state - a religious, scrupulous regard to truth
in every material respect, was of course, to be expected ; and departure from truth may consist as well in omission and suppression
as in direct assertion. I have already mentioned that you have
wholly omitted, in the statement of the proclamation, the compensatory part, and that you omit to bring forward, except merely incidentally, another most material part of it, namely, its conditional.
alternative character.
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Whether your statement as to the " social condition of nine
millions of men," has reference to both white and black, or to the
white only, it is difficult to determine from the context; if it has
reference to the white, you commit a very serious error; for the
whole white population of the rebel States, (to which alone the
proclamation aud your argument relate,) according to the last
census, (1860,) does not exceed four and one half millions.
In quoting the opinion of the lamented Judge Woodbury, you
omit to state that it was a dissenting opinion, concurred in by
no other Judge, founded essentially, if not solely, on the fact
assumed by him, that at the time in question in that case, "a state
of war" did not exist in Rhode Island, where the matter arose. In
so grave a paper prepared, as you assert, so deliberately, put forth
under an imperative and resistless impulse of patriotic apprehension that the liberties of the country were in imminent peril, (not
from the rebellion but from the acts of the President, designed to
crush the rebellion,) in such a paper, I say, it would seem that we
ought not to be terrified by "portentous clouds," "gigantic shadows," the phrase" usurpation of power," often repeated, the "loss
of his head by Charles I.,"" seven hundred years of struggles against
arbitrary power," and many other similar appeals, by mod.es of ex•
pression, to anything but that calm reason, which enables us to" form
right conclusions in dark and dangerous times." Much less in such a
grave document from such a source, should important stress be laid
on the expression, of an unnamed and irresponsible editor of a newspaper, "that nobody pretends that this act is constitutional, and
nobody cares whether it is or not." That this editor was at least a
very inferior constitutional lawyer, is very clear, and that this text
from bis paper should have furnished a peg on which to hang an
alarming commentary on the "lawlessness" of the times, is at least
extraordinary, and that lawlessness, too, not the lawlessness of rebels
nor of rebel sympatliizers.
You ask, in view of the President's proclamation: " Who can
imagine what is to come out of this great and desperate struggle?
The military power of eleven of these States being destroyed, what
tben? What is to be their condition? vVhat is to be our condition?"
Your questions admit of a ready answer. The Unit,ed &ates of
America are to come out of the struggle, a great, a united, a power-
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ful, a free people, purified by the fires of adversity, and taught by
their tremendous calamities the lessons of moderation and humility.
The people of the rebel States, who choose to remain in them, are to
come out of the struggle as citizens of States formiug a part, as
heretofore, of the Unit.ed States, and with them, and as parts of them,
they are in future to enjoy the blessings of a well-regulated liberty,
they having in the mean time been taught a 1es~on of infinitely
greater severity than that by which their brethren of the loyal
States have been instructed. Whatever they have necessarily an<l
legitimately lost in material things, by reason of the war they have
waged, is, of course, lost to them forever; if their slave property is
thus lost, it is lost, and that is all that can be said as to that. 'l'hen
" their condition" and "our condition" is to be in substance just
what it was before the rebellion, and what it would have continued
to be but for the rebellion, with this only difference, that they and
we will have learned the priceless value of the Union, and for
generations to come treason and rebellion will not rnise their horrid
heads.
Perhaps you may call this the dream of an enthusiast. Rely on
it, I speak only the words of '' truth and soberness;" and if you
are spared for a brief period, you will be r~joiced, I trust, to witness their full rea1ization. Rejoiced, I say, because from your pamphlet, you would have your countrymen infer, and I am bound to
presume, that nothing but your intense love of your and their
country and your agitating apprehensions that the "principles of
liberty" arc grievously to suffer, (not from the rebelli'on, but from the
acts of the Pres1'dent,) has induced yott to address them.
You say the " cry of disloyalty" has been raised against any
one who should question these executive acts. I know not whether
that epithet has been applied to you; if it has been, I am bound to
believe that tbc imputation was without cause, and that you are a
faithful, loyal citizen of the Republic. But the greatest and the
best are liable to err, and I may be permitted to say, that, however
honestly and sincerely you entertain the sentiments you express,
you have selected an inopportune moment for their expression;
and that at this particular period, of our country's history, your
"stuclies and reflections," your time and your efforts, would, to
say the least, have been more benignly and gracefully employed in
presenting to your countrymen a lifelike picture of the real chara~
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ter of this rebellion, and in impressing on them with stirring and
glowing eloquence the momentous duty it devolved on them.
You could, with perfect verity, have told them, tbat this war,
inaugurated by the rebel States, was wholly and absolutely without
cause: in proof of that assertion, you could have stated three facts,
so undeniable that the hardiest rebel, not bereft of reason, would
not dispute them.

First.-That on' the 1st day of November, 1860, no people on
the globe were in the more perfect enjoyment of civil and religious
liberty, of social, personal, and domestic security; of more entire
protection in the possession and use of all their property, of every
kind; and of more material prosperity, than the people of the
eleven rebel States.
Secoud.-'l'hat for all these blessings, as great as were ever vouchsafed by God to man, those people were indebted entirely to that
Constitution and that Union which their rebellion was undertaken
to destroy.

Third.-'l'bat from the day of the organization of the Government under that Constitution, in the year 1789, down to the day
when this rebellion began its infamous and unhallowed work,
there never had been, on the part of thaL Government, a single act
of hostility, nor even of unkindness, towm·d these States or their
people.
You should then have pointed out to your "countrymen," in
language more persum;ivc and emphatic than I can use1 their solemn
and imperatirn cluty as patriots, as Christians, and as men, in this
hour of their country's suffering and peril; and you should have
tolcl them that if these times are, as you say1 "dark and clanger•
ous," this darkness and this danger have been causccl by the
wicked acts of these rebellious men. In such an address to your
countrymen, your dedication would have been not merely "To all
persons who have sworn to support the Constitution of tuc Unitc>d
States, and to all cifo:cns who value the principles of civil liberty
which that Constitution embodies, and for the preservation of
whi.ch it is our on1y security," but also, " to all persons who abhor
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treason and rebellion against that Constitution, and to all who prize
the inestimable blessings of our hallowed Union, and to all .;ho
hold dear the farewell words of the Father of his country."
I had intended, in this letter, to comment on that part of your
pamphlet which relates to the President's proclamation of the 24th
of September, 1862, but this paper is already snfficiently extended.
It would, I think, be easy to show that the dreadful dangers you
apprehend are, in truth, to use your own terms, '',portentous clouds"
and "gigantic shadows" of your own creation. At any rate you
may rest assured, if you and I and all others of our follow-citizens,
outside of the rebel States, shall make honest, earnest, determined
efforts for the putting an effective end to this rebellion, (and that
such will be the case I, loving my country and knowing the unspeakabl,e value ef the swke, have no right nor reason to doubt,)
those efforts will be crowned with speedy and triumphant success,
peace and harmony will be restored to the republic, the "principles of civil liberty" will not have suffered, and the bugbears of
"usurpation," "arbitrary power," and other similar chimeras,
,vhich excited imaginations and gloomy tempers have evoked, will
disappear forever.
Had you been an unknown and obscure citizen, any notice of
your pamphlet would have been supererogatory; but becau~e of
the influence calculated to be exerted by anything coming from the
pen of one who had but recently been the incumbent of the highest
office in the gift of the Government, and who is now in the exalted
walks of social and professional life, I have deemed it my duty to
present these views of your argument, and thus "possibly to aid
my countrymen" in "forming right conclusions" as to its merits
and the merits of the subject of which it treats.
I hear that others have publisheJ answers to your paper. Not
having seen any of them, I know not but that I may have merely
repeated their views ; if so, no harm is done; if I have presented
any that are new, "possibly" some good may result.
New-York, Nov. 28th, 1862.
CHARLES
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